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nrTRODUCTIOH

A moot question of long standing has been 
in reference to the relative merits of instruction in a train
ing school and in a public school. Parents, educators, and 
others interested in education, frequently ask the question 
concerning the effectiveness of teaching in training schools 
and in public schools. Opinions on both sides of the question 
are legion, and, like many opinions on controversial subjects, 
these expressions are supported quite frequently by unreli
able data.

This study will attempt through means, 
for the most part objective, to present reliable data concern
ing the achievement of pupils in these two types of schools in 
Tempe, Arizona. First, it comprises a comparison of the organ
ization, administration, and instruction in the Training 
School, Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, Arizona* and in 
the Tempe Grammar school, Tempe, Arizona. Second, it includes 
this same type of comparison between the Training School and 
four other elementary schools in this region. Third, it takes 
in an identical comparison between the Tempe Grammar School 
and these same four schools. Fourth, it makesa comparison of 
achievement made by pupils from the Training School, from the 
Tempe Grammar School, and from other elementary schools

CHAPTER I

1
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enrolled in the ninth grade in the Tempe Union High School, 
Tempo, Arizona. The primary purpose in making this three-fold 
comparison of organisation, administration, and instruction is 
to elucidate more clearly the various phases of education in 
these schools and lay the basis for an understanding of 
achievement in curricular and extra-curricular activities in 
the schools* The comparison of organization and administration 
in the two schools should give a broad background for a more 
thorough understanding of the comparison of instruction*

The sources of data are; first, records 
at the Training school, Arizona state Teachers College, Tempe, 
Arizona; records at.the Tempe Grammar School, Tempe, Arizona; 
records at the Tempe Union High School, Tempe, Arizona; 
second, scores on tests given in the Training School, the 
Tempe Grammar School, the Tempe Union High School, and four 
near-by schools, namely Balsz Grammar School, Kyrene Grammar 
School, Lehl Grammar School, and Scottsdale Grammar School*

For the purpose of comparison of achieve
ment, batteries of intelligence tests and achievement tests 
were given te the pupils in the schools listed* Pupils were 
paired on the basis of intelligence. Their achievement 
score# were then compared. The study attempts to answer the 
questions: (1) Are there significant differences in the 
achievement of pupils in the Training School, Arizona State 
Teachers College, Tempe, Arizona, and the Tempe Grammar 
School, Tempe, Arizona, when the factor of intelligence has
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been kept constant? (2) Are there significant differences 
between the Training School and other grammar schools near-by? 
(3) Are there significant differences between the Tempo Gram
mar School and other grammar schools near-by? (4) Are there 
significant differences in the achievement of pupils from the 
Training school and pupils from the Tempo Grammar School after 
they enter and pursue work in the Tempo Union High school, 
when the intelligence factor has been kept constant? (5) ’.That 
are the significant differences between the organization and 
administration of the Training School and the Tempo Grammar 
School? (6) To what extent, if at all, are differences in 
organization and administration reflected in the differences 
in achievement?

With the exception of question five, sig
nificant differences are considered as differences that may be 
shown by technical methods used in educational statistics as 
significant differences.



COMPARISON OF ORGANIZATION 

Part 1

CHAPTER II

The Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, 
Arizona, exists for the purpose of training teachers. The 
Revised Code of Arizona sets forth the objectives of the 
teachers* colleges. This paragraph reads:

"State teachers* colleges shall be main
tained at Tempo in Maricopa county, and at Flagstaff in Coco
nino county, for the instruction of persons in the art of 
teaching the branches of learning that pertain to a common 
school education, to give instruction in meehsnlcal arts and 
husbandry, agricultural chemistry, the state and federal con
stitutions, and the rights and duties of citizens,"*

The state teachers* college at Tempo is 
under the control of a board of education set up especially 
for this college. The composition of this board and its term 
of office are set forth as follows:

"Saeh of the said boards shall consist of 
three members. The state superintendent of public instruc
tion shall be ex-officio a member and the ohairman of each of 
said boards, and the other members shall be appointed by the 
governor and be residents of the vicinity where said colleges 
are located, respectively. The members so appointed shall 
hold office for two years or until their successors are ap
pointed, The appointive members shall receive four dollars 
each day while attending meetings, and all members shall re
ceive ten cents per mile traveling in attending meetings,"® 1 2

1 - Revised Code of Arizona, 1628, chapter 21 on Education,
Article II, Paragraph 1100.

2 - Ibid., Paragraph 1102.
4
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Provision is made that the Oewerwr @i 
Arizona may remove any member of these boards who has been 
anting as agent for any publisher of library or school books. 
That part of this paragraph states:

"No member of said boards‘shall act as 
agent of any publisher of school or library books, either 
directly or indirectly, and the governor, upon satisfactory 
evidence produced that any member is so acting, shall remove 
such member."1

The paragraph setting forth the powers
of the boards roads:

"Said boards may, for their respective colleges appoint a president and such teachers and officers 
as required, and fix the salary and prescribe the duties of 
each. The board shall prescribe the books to be used in its 
college and make regulations and by-laws for its government and management."*

Provision is made for courses for teach
ers as follows:

"The boards may establish and conduct at 
each of said colleges a teachers1 training course of four 
years, and award to each student satisfactorily completing 
said course, the degree of bachelor of arts in education.*8

Provision is also made for the establish
ment of a training school. This paragraph follows:

"Every teachers1 training school estab
lished in connection with such colleges shall be a part of 
the public school system and a branch of the public school# 
of the school district within which such training school is 
located, and shall be governed by the laws and regulations 
relating to public schools, except as otherwise provided 
herein, and students in said college may teach in such train- 1 2 3

1 - Revised bode of Arizona, Itisd, chapter 2i on Education,
Article II, Paragraph 1105.

2 - Ibid., Paragraph 1105.
3 - Ibid., Paragraph H © @
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ing schools though not certificated teachers, under such 
rules as the board of education of the college prescribes,”̂

The paragraph pertaining to employment of 
teachers and financial obligations states:

"Every such training school shall be under 
the supervision and management of the board of the college in 
connection with which it is established; but all teachers in 
such school, except the principal thereof, shall be employed 
by the board of education of the college and the trustees of 
the school district in which such training school is located, 
acting jointly. The school district shall pay towards the 
expense of same an amount equal to one-half of the school 
money which it shall be entitled to have apportioned to it on 
account of the attendance at such training school during the 
preceding school year; provided, that pupils attending from 
another school district shall not be accredited with atten
dance in the school district in which said college is 
situated,"®

It should be noted that Paragraph 1109 
specifically permits students of the teachers* college to 
teach in the Training School, In paragraph 1110 reference 
is made to the employment of teachers in the Training School, 
This reference concerns those teachers who are in actual 
charge of the classrooms in the Training School and who are 
commonly spoken of as "critic teachers." These critic teach
ers are regularly certified teachers possessing certificates 
to teach just as do those in the public schools. Student 
teachers act under the supervision of these critic teachers 
and at all times during their teaching are responsible to the 
oritio in whose room they are teaching. Student teachers are 
not required to possess teaching certificates.

1 - Revised Code of Arizona, 1928, Chapter 21 on Education
Article II, Paragraph 1109.

2 - Ibid., Paragraph 1110,
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Rules and regulations oonoerning atten- 
danoe of pupils in the Training School are given as follows*

"The hoard and the trustees of. the dis
trict in which such training school is located, shall joint
ly prescribe rules and regulations governing the admission 
and attendance at such training school, of children of school 
age residing within such school district, and governing all 
pupils in changing their attendance from such training school 
to another public school in such school district, but the 
governing board of such college may admit all children of 
school age residing within such school district, not them 
registered during that year for attendance at another public 
school of such district, to attendance at such training school 
up to such number as necessary for the eonduet of such train
ing school and for the efficient training of students from 
such college in the vocation of teaching."1

Two points should be noted in connection 
with the provisions of this paragraph. First, the college 
board and the trustees of Tempe Grammar School shall jointly 
prescribe rules and regulations for the transfer of pupils 
from one school to another. In actual practice this has 
worked out so that the Director of the Training School and 
the Principal of the Tempe Grammar School have agreed upon 
such rules and regulations. Briefly, these provide that upon 
the first day of school each year pupils may transfer freely 
from the Training School to the Tempe Grammar School, or from 
the Tempo Grammar School to the Training School without any 
formal transfer slip or without any required permission from 
either school, other than a statement, generally obtained 
from a report card, of the classification of such pupil. On

1 - Revised Code of Arizona, 1928, Chapter 21 on Education, 
Article II, Paragraph 1111.



the second day of school and through-out the year written per
mits are required from all pupils who wish to transfer to or 
from either schoole

Ho written permits to transfer are granted 
to pupils without a request from parents or guardians; these 
requests require statements of the reasons for the transfers* 
It has been an invariable rule not to grant permits in oases 
where the pupil oonoerned has been in disciplinary difficul
ties at the time of request for the transfer. This has been 
done to eliminate the danger of transfers simply because 
pupils wish to escape the consequences of disciplinary diffi
culties. To permit transfers under such circumstances might

» •
encourage the shifting of pupils from school to school for

" » '
trivial reasons. When a parent makes a request accompanied 
by reasons, other than disciplinary diffleulties, it has been 
the practice to grant such permission providing such parents 
can not be oomrineed that transfer during the school year is 
undesirable* Where problems of instruction, problems of 
social groups, and problems of curriculum adjustment appear 
serious, permits to transfer are given freely. The records 
of past years indicate that such transfers after the first 
day of school each year are relatively few compared with the
total enrollment. Each year the major portion of transfers%
takes place on the first day of school*

•. . ■ 1 •

Second, the law states clearly the objeo-
\

tive of the attendance of pupils at the Training school. It
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is the intention of the state to oonduot a training sohool 
"for the efficient training of students from such college in 
the vocation of teaching." When the applications by pupils for 
entrance to the Training sohool exceed these demands of the 
teachers* college, such applicants may be rejected. The state 
institution known as the teachers* college does not have to 
provide instruction for all pupils who apply to the Training 
Sohool. It does not exist primarily for the purpose of oaring 
for pupils but for the training of teachers. On the other 
hand, the Tempe Grammar Sohool must provide edueatlonal facil
ities for all pupils of sohool age residing in its district 
who are qualified to pursue the regular common sohool curricu
lum. To date it has worked out that few rejections have had 
to be made of applicants for entrance to the Training School 
and these have been caused by the lack of physical facilities 
to care for such pupils.

In summarising the plan of organization 
of the Training Sohool there are several points that must be 
considered. First, the Training Sohool, Arizona State 
Teachers College, Temps, Arizona, exists primarily to train 
teachers. Second, it is under the jurisdiction of a board of 
education that governs the activities of the college. This 
training sohool is merely one phase of the numerous activities 
of the college. The President of the college carries out the 
policies of the college board and the Director of Teacher 
Training is responsible to the President. Since the members 
of the college board are appointed by the Governor of the
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state and servo for two-year periods, and since they serve as 
representatives of a state Institution, there is a stability 
and continuity of educational policy that is as strong as that 
found in practically any public school in the state. There is, 
moreover, a rather unusual freedom of action and a liberality 
in policy made possible because the Director of the Training 
School is responsible directly to the President and a board 
representing a state institution rather than to a board com
posed solely of local trustees representing* the school dis
trict in which these two schools are located. Third, under 
the supervision of the Director of Training, Arizona State 
Teachers College, Tempo, Arizona, there are the Campus Train
ing School Building and the Eighth Street Training School 
Building. In this study the "Training School" shall be under
stood to mean the Campus Building and the Eighth Street Build
ing. Prior to the year of this study wfcite pupils and Mexi
can pupils were enrolled in the home rooms of both buildings. 
Beginning with the year of this comparison the home rooms in 
the Campus Building were used solely for white pupils and the 
home rooms in the Eighth street Building were used for Mexi
cans alone. However, a few of the critic teachers supervise 
classes in both buildings, and white pupils and Mexicans take 
part of their work in the same rooms on the college campus.
The two training school buildings are included in this study 
in order that the pupils compared may represent a fair cross 
section of the school population in Tempo. In tho Tempo Gram-



wtr Sohool, and in the ether elementary schools in this region, 
both white pupils and Mexican pupils are enrolled. It would 
he manifestly unfair to compare the Campus Building alone or 
the Eighth street Building alone with the other schools, for 
these two schools, as organized at the time of the study, are 
selected groups.

Fourth, Article II, Paragraph 1109, pro
vides that the Training Sohool shall he a part of the public 
schools of the district and that it shall be subject to the 
same rules and regulations as public schools. This simply 
places upon the Director of Training and the critic teachers 
of the Training School the same responsibility in enforcing 
regulations concerning the sohool day, the sohool year, the 
state course of study, and the state text books, as are 
placed upon the Principal and teachers in the Tempo Grammar 
School and the other grammar schools included in this study. 
The same minimum standards as are set up by law for the Tempo 
Grammar School and other grammar schools are also imposed 
upon the Training Sehool*

Part 2

The Tempo Grammar Sohool is organized as 
the public elementary school to give instruction for the 
pupils residing in Sohool District Ho. 3, Tempo, Maricopa 
County, Arizona. This school district comprises the city of 
Tempo and several square miles of agricultural land adjacent

11
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to the olty. Practically all of the pupils in the Tempo Gram
mar School reside within School District No. 3; the only excep
tions are a few children who reside in Kyrene District, No* 28, 
Maricopa County, Arizona, and in Rural District, No. 13, Marl- 
oopa County, Arizona, who have been granted permission to 
attend the Temp® Grammar School,

The great majority of the pupils attend
ing the Training School reside in School District No. 3.
Those who come from other districts are from areas practically 
the same in the make-up of their population as is School Dis
trict No. 3. The total number of such pupils attending the 
Training School is a very minor part of the total enrollment.

The Tempo Grammar School is governed by a 
board of three trustees, one of whom is elected each year for 
a term of three years. These board members are directly 
responsible to the electorate in School District No. 3. Poli
cies which the people in this district wish pursued are set 
forth in the directions the Board of Trustees of Tempo Gram
mar School gives to the Principal of the school. In this 
respect the organization of the Training School and that of 
the Temp® Grammar School differ. The Principal of Tempo 
Grammar School is the executive officer of the Board of Trus
tees of School District No. 3 and responsible only to them.
They constitute a local board. On the other hand, the Direc
tor of the Training School is responsible to the President of 
the Arizona State Teachers College at Tempo and the Board of
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Education of the college, both representing the State ef 
Arizona. The policies of the Training School are set by state 
representatives, and those of the Tempo Grammar School by 
local representatives. While in practical operation great 
radical differences are not in force at the time this study is 
being made, it must be apparent that final authority for setting 
up policies is not the same for both schools. The two schools 
located near each other in the same city are so organized that 
they might pursue totally different policies of education, or 
partially difference policies, and yet be wholly within their 
legal bounds.

The organization of the Tempo Grammar 
School Includes a board of trustees elected by the people of 
School District He. 3, a principal elected by the board, and 
a staff of teachers elected by the board. The principal and 
teachers of the Tempo Grammar School are required to hold cer
tificates to teach as are all teachers engaged in work in the 
elementary schools of the state. They are required to enforce 
the minimum requirements of the state course of study, and to 
enforce the rules and regulations regarding the use of text 
books adopted for use in the elementary schools. They are 
required to follow the regulations for a school day. The 
Tempo Grammar School must follow the state requirements for a 
school year. These minimum requirements apply alike to the 
Training School and to the Tempo Grammar School.

In respect to finance, the state law is



different in its application to the Training School and to the 
Temp® Cramer Sehool than it is to any two elementary schools 
so similarly situated anywhere else in the State of Arizona, 
with the one exception of the Training School and the public 
schools in Flagstaff, Arizona. Article IT, Paragraph 1110, 
quoted heretofore, provides that critic teachers shall be 
selected by the Board of Education of the college and the 
Board of Trustees of Sehool District No. 5, acting jointly. 
Each year the Board of Trustees of School District Ho. 3 has 
approved the entire list of teachers selected by the Director 
of the Training School. Should the Trustees of School Dis
trict No. 3 refuse to approve this list, or any teacher on the 
list, friction would unquestionably arise and much difficulty 
might be encountered before a final agreement upon the selec
tion of teachers could be made. Primarily these critic teach
ers are members of the college faculty and their relation to 
School District No. 3 is practically never a matter of con
cern to the Board of Trustees of the district except once a 
year when, in a perfunctory way, they are approved by the 
trustees. This selection has amounted to a formality, it be
ing felt that the college authorities knew best the type of 
teachers they wished to employ as critics, and that the local 
authorities should not in any wise hamper such selections#
From a legal standpoint, however, it would be possible for a 
great difference of opinion to exist and perhaps handicap the 
selection of teachers for the Training School. Such has not 
been the case in actual practice.
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Article II, Paragraph 1110 sets forth 
financial provisions concerning the Training School and the 
Tempo Grammar School. When the state and county money is 
given to the elementary schools in the state it is apportioned 
on the basis of average daily attendance. On the basis of be
ing an elementary school the Training School would be expect
ed to receive its apportionment the same as other schools. 
However, the law does not provide for the Training School to 
receive directly any state or county funds. The law states 
that the state and county money, based on the average daily 
attendance of pupils in the Training School, shall be turned 
over to the Board of Trustees of the Tempo Grammar School. 
One-half of this money must be paid in the form of salaries to 
critic teachers in the Training School. The other half remains 
in the fund of the Tempo Grammar School. The amount of state 
and county funds, which tho Training School is to receive, is 
based upon the average daily attendance in the Training School 
of children who reside in School District No. 3, Tempo, Mari
copa County, Arizona. School District No. 3 is the district 
including the Tempo Grammar School. The Training School does 
not receive any funds for children who attend from any other 
school districts of Arizona.

A concrete case may illustrate the opera
tion of the law# The average daily attendance at the Train
ing School in one school year of pupils residing in School Dis
trict No. 3 may entitle the Training School to state and 
county apportionments of ten thousand dollars, ($10,000.).

15
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This money must be paid over to the Board of Trustees of 
School District No. 3. In turn, the board must pay five thou
sand dollars (§5,000.) of this amount in the form of salaries 
to critic teachers in the Training School. The remaining five 
thousand dollars (§5,000.) remain in the school fund of the 
Tempe Grammar school.

The Board of Education of the Arizona State 
Teachers College at Tempe and the Board of Trustees of School 
District No. 3 have an agreement that provides for the use of 
the Eighth Street School Building, Tempe, Arizona, for the pur
poses of training teachers. This school and the playground 
surrounding it belong to School District No. 3. The organiza
tion of the teaching staff, the supervision of student teach
ers, and the administration of the school plant are under the 
jurisdiction of the Director of the Training School. Repairs 
on the building, insurance, capital outlays for part of the 
equipment, replacement of part of the equipment, and partial 
ear© of the grounds are paid for by School District No. 3.
These outlays are made from the balance of five thousand dol
lars (§5,000.) which School District No. 3 receives in state 
and county apportionments for the children residing in the dis
trict and who attend the Training School. Any residue left 
out of this amount may be used for such expenses of the Tempo 
Grammar School as the Board of Trustees directs. When such a 
balance does exist it simply reduces the amount that would 
have to be raised by local district levy if School District 
No. 3 wished to maintain the type of school it does.
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The philosophy hack of this law is that it 
permits the Tempo Grammar School to have a better type of 
school than it otherwise would have if School District No. 3 
were not allowed to count the attendance of its children who 
attend the Training School. If a training school did not 
exist in Tempo, then all of the attendance of the children in 
School District No. 5 would be counted in determining the 
county and state apportionments for the Tempe Grammar School. 
Its larger enrollment would make possible many activities that 
are not possible financially in a smaller school. In order to 
make it possible financially for children in the Tempe Gram
mar School to receive the advantages they might be expected to 
receive were the school organized on a larger basis, this pro
vision was made in the law. From the standpoint of the Arizona 
State Teachers College at Tempe there is a selfish reason. If 
the patrons of the Tempe Grammar School feel that they are 
able to obtain in their public elementary school practically 
the same educational advantages that are offered in a training 
school, there is less likelihood of friction in the school dis
trict between these two schools. Such a provision has ample 
foundation if it is the means, in a partial way, of aiding in 
the maintenance of facilities in Tempo where teachers, who are 
trained for the entire state, may have ample opportunity to do 
practice teaching. In actual practice the law has aided the 
Tempe Grammar School by making available educational opportun
ities on a par with those in the Training School; it has been
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of benefit to the Arizona State Teachers College at Tempo in 
that amicable relation® between the Board of Trustee® in 
School District No, 3 and the Board of Education of the college 
have been aided by the existence of this law. Inasmuch as the 
law aided the state in obtaining the use of the Eighth Street 
School in Tempo for training facilities for student teachers, 
it may be Justified, Were such facilities not available in 
Tempo, the cost to the state of obtaining them, even in the 
most accessible schools in this area, would be increased by 
transportation. Moreover, the matter of dual control in 
schools which would not be completely under the supervision 
of the Director of Training would create problems that are not 
known in the administration of the Eighth street Sehool Build
ing in Tempo*



COMPARISON OF ADMINISTRATION

CHAPTER III

Instruction in the Training School is 
organized on the basis of three departments. These depart
ments are: (1) Kindergarten-Primary, including kindergarten,
first, second, and third grades; (2) Intermediate Department, 
Including fourth and fifth grades; and (3) Junior High 
School Department, including the sixth, seventh, and eighth 
grades.

The Arizona State Board of Education 
adopted an outline of a "Course of Study, Grades 1 to 8 inclu
sive" on Juno 9, 1928. This outline sets forth the minimum 
time allotments for each subject in each grade. These are 
specified as the minimum number of minutes per week in the 
printed outline. This outline will be used as a basis for 
the discussion of classroom schedules*

An examination of the classroom schedules 
of the schools in this study reveals a wider variation from 
the minimum time allotments specified by the state course of 
study by the Training School than by the other schools. The 
eighth grade in the Campus Building is short one hundred min
utes in English while the Eighth Street School is slightly
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over in the time in this subject. The Eighth Street School, 
composed entirely of Mexicans, uses much of this time for 
reading. This is desirable. The better library facilities of 
the Campus Building may more than compensate for a shortage of 
time to literature as a formal subject.

In both buildings the eighth grade is 
short approximately seventy-five minutes in arithmetic• Unless 
practical arithmetic in connection with shop work or courses 
in business subjects is subetltued, this time allotment 
should be corrected*

The eighth grade of the Campus Building is 
short one hundred and twenty-five minutes in social science 
and the eighth grade of the Eighth Street School is short two 
hundred and eighty-five minutes in social science. This vari
ation in the Eighth Street School is apparently due to a large 
amount of time being given.to home economics, gardening, art, 
and shop work; more of social science study might be devoted 
to home making and citizenship problems. This is the most 
serious deviation from the time allotments as set up in the 
state course of study.

In the seventh grades in both buildings 
substantially the same time is devoted to the various subjects 
as is devoted to them in the eighth grades,.

In the sixth grades the subject of lan
guage and reading is short seventy-five minutes while arith
metic consumes seventy-five minutes more than its specified 
time. Writing and spelling consume double the amount of time
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required. This undoubtedly should be oorreoted, for the time 
specified by the state appears ample In order to attain prac
tical standards In these subjects. Art takes up four times the 
amount of time as in the state course of study; part of this 
time might reasonably be devoted to reading*.

Variations are not so great in the fifth 
grades. The Eighth Street School is short on the time requir
ed for language but this is offset by one hundred minutes 
devoted to the study of Spanish, Physical education takes more 
than its allotted time in both buildings*

In the fourth grade, reading is short 
fifty minutes in the Eighth Street Building. The Campus 
Building takes one hundred and forty minutes more than the 
required time in arithmetic while the Eighth Street Building 
is short sixty minutes in the same subject,.

In the Campus Building music takes double 
the specified time while in the Eighth Street Building it 
takes fifty minutes more than the state requirement,, In the 
Campus Building over three times the state requirement is 
devoted to physical education. At the Eighth Street Building 
geography is short forty-five minutes of the specified time* 
Subjects not mentioned do not vary materially from the time 
allotments as set up in the state course of study.

While at first glance it might seem that 
the time devoted to the various subjects varies greatly in 
the Training School from the state requirements, it should be 
remembered that this school has a peculiar problem in dove-
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tailing the schedules of student teaehers with elaearoom 
•oheaules. Moreover, there is probably more over-lapping of 
one subject into the time of another than le apparent by an 
examination of the sohe&ules. Also an examination later of 
the scores in achievement tests will show whether or not this 
variation from the state course of study has materially hand
icapped the pupils in the Training School#

The Campus Training School Building is one 
of the later types erected in Arizona, It was completed in 
1988 and first used for the school year beginning in September, 
1988. There are fourteen classrooms* Offices are provided 
for thirteen critic teachers# One extra room, used for activ
ity purposes, is allotted to each of the three departments.
The building is one of the XJ-type with all rooms on the first 
floor. The Kindergarten-Primary Department is located in the 
eastern section, the Intermediate Department in the western 
section, and the Junior High Department in the middle section. 
Figure No. 1 on Page 25 is a floor plan of the school, . •

Classrooms were kept small so that 
student teachers would not have classes of over twenty-five 
pupils. In this respect the administration of the Training 
School varies from that of tho Tempo Grammar School and other 
public elementary schools. While attempts are made to keep 
classes from being unreasonably large in the Tempo Grammar 
School it quite frequently happens that the enrollment in one 
room runs considerably higher than twenty-five pupils through-
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Figure 1. - Floor Plan, Campus Training School Building.
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out the school year. This might indicate that in the matter 
of class size the Training School enjoys an advantage over 
the Tempe Grammar School; It should be remembered, however, 
that the advantage of small groups may be offset by the fact 
that these groups are taught by student teachers - workmen 
who are really apprentices in their chosen field; Also, there 
are times when orltle teachers have to teach college classes; 
again, they may have conferences with other student teachers;
It is on these occasions that student teachers must be left 
alone with their groups of pupils; thus, continuous super
vision by a critic teacher present in the classroom is not 
possible in the Training School. lastly, the whole subject 
of class size is of such a controversial nature at the pres
ent time that no definite conclusions can be safely dram, 
unless more factors are known concerning the pupils, teachers, 
subjects and schools that are Involved.

It Is still necessary for classes in indus
trial arts, home economics, mechanical drawing, and typewrit
ing to be held in the regular college classrooms used for 
these purposes. From the standpoint of teacher training this 
has drawbacks for such facilities will not likely be avail
able when the teacher is employed in the field of elementary 
teaching. Such facilities might offer an advantage to the 
pupils. In this comparison, however. It is very doubtful if 
the matter of equipment gives pupils in the Training School 
any material advantage. Classes in industrial arts and home
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economics for the Tempo Grammar School are held In the rooms 
®f the Tempo Union High School and the equipment in these 
rooms compares favorably, from the standpoint of needs for 
elementary school pupils, with that used by the Training 
School pupils* Classes in mechanical drawing in the Training 
School may enjoy an advantage because of the opportunity to 
use equipment made primarily for college classes. Classes in 
mechanical drawing in the Tempo Grammar School are held in the 
library. Large tables, heavy cardboard, drawing boards, and 
drawing instruments are used by this school in a manner that 
is a makeshift for mechanical drawing classes. No comparison 
of equipment in typewriting classes may he made since the 
Tempo Grammar School did not offer classes in typewriting at 
the time of this study.

Library facilities in the Training school 
are provided in two adjoining rooms. This is a temporary 
arrangement for the room shown on the floor plan in Figure 
No. 1 Page 23 for auditorium purposes is ultimately to be 
used as a library. From a physical standpoint the present 
arrangement is not the most desirable; it is not the best for 
purposes of supervision but it is infinitely better than that 
offered by many elementary schools. The room that eventually 
will be used as a library is much more desirable for a train
ing school than the two rooms in use at present.

Neither school possesses a gymnasium and 
in this particular it can not be said that they are handi-
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oapped seriously. la a land e n ^ l a g  the Arizona climate 
outdoor physical education is possible on all but a very few 
days in the year. It is unusual to have over ten days in a 
school year when playground activities can not be carried on. 
Moreover, both schools possess ample hallway space and arcade 
space where drills, exercises, and certain types of games may 
be played when weather prohibits activities outside on the 
playground. While neither school measures up to standards 
that are framed for elementary schools with gymnasiums, these 
two schools are, for practical purposes, better off because 
their programs in physical education may be carried on out
doors and in wholesome sunshine.

All school furniture in the Training 
School is movable; it may bo shifted and rearranged to meet 
informal activities. While the models of desks in some rooms 
are older than others, the advantages of mobility and conven
ience for group work are possible in each room. Adjustable 
features make it possible to have desks made comfortable for 
pupils of varying sizes. Practically the same condition 
holds in the Temp® Grammar School. Old and new models of 
desks are used; all classroom equipment in the form of desks 
and chairs is movable#

Blackboards in the Training School are 
made of natural slate tilted at an angle to eliminate glare. 
Indirect artificial lighting is used in order to avoid eye 
strain. The new rooms of the Temp® Grammar.School are
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equipped with natural slate placed at a tilted angle* The . 
old rooms have composition blackboards, not tilted. Indirect 
lighting la meed throughout the Tempo Grammar School.

One room in the Training School is devoted 
to work in general science• Long tables covered with linoleum 
are used for experiments. A table with sink, running water# 
and Bunsen burner is provided; this piece of equipment was 
built by the Department of Industrial Arts and, though not a 
standard make, serves in a practical way. Ample shelf space 
Is provided in built-in closets placed below the windows.

In the office of the Director of the Train
ing school is an outside telephone connection and also building 
telephones leading to the office of each critic. An electrical 
clock system provides a modern clock in each room. A master 
clock controls the secondary clocks, buzzers, and bells.
While it may be readily conceded that a good.school may not 
be found even in a well-equipped building, it must be evident 
that efficient clock and telephone systems make possible the 
saving of time and energy for oritio teachers and student 
teachers. Such time and energy saved is just that much more 
available for solving classroom problems and in this respect 
the pupils benefit* Indirectly, pupils undoubtedly learn 
many of the business-like methods that are. possible where 
mechanical improvements are in use. Both the Training School 
and the Tampa Grammar School are fortunate in having modern 
clock and telephone installations throughout their buildings.
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Floor plane of the Eighth Street school 
Building shown In Figures No. 2 and Ho. 3 on Pages 29 and 30* 
reveal that this building has rooss on the first and second 
floors. It is one of the oldest school buildings in this 
area, records Indicating that, it has been in service over 
thirty years. This building belongs to an age whon educators 
and architects had ideas about school architecture different 
from those now held. The structure is well built and, except* 
ing repairs to roof and floors, it has given long service 
without costly outlays. The greatest charge against it would 
be its heating system. It still uses individual stoves in 
each room. This is costly in fuel. Three of the rooms have 
a now style of stove which aids in distributing-the heat more 
evenly throughout the rooms; the other rooms have the old 
type of stove, and in this particular the building is open to 
criticism. Poor circulation of air and uneven distribution 
of heat are not conducive to good health. From a health 
standpoint the heating system of the Eighth Street School 
could be greatly improved.

The rooms are unusually large in their 
width and breadth measurements and in addition they have 
exceptionally high ceilings. Windows are not evenly spaced 
but there does not seem to be any serious shortage of light.
A newly installed steel fire escape provides additional fire 
protection for pupils on the second floor, while ample exits 
permit sufficient avenues of escape on the first floor.
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There is not sufficient office space for critics ana the 
lunch room is inadequate. However, the Eighth Street Building 
was not erected for training-school purposes. It was built to 
serve as a public school.

Part 2

The Tempo Grammar School is administered 
more nearly on the departmental basis than on any other.
While some practices are similar to those in a platoon school, 
and others similar to a school regularly organized as a junior 
high school, for the most part the work of the school is car
ried on by teachers who have oharge of home rooms and by 
teachers who specialize in certain subjects. In some instances 
home room teachers care for certain subjects in their one room 
and specialize in other subjects for several grades. This 
permits a semi-departmental basis of administration and allows 
the advantage of greater skill by permitting teachers to give 
instruction in their specialties. Employment of teachers in 
the school has been done with this objective in mind.

There are three departments in the school. 
They are: (1) Primary, including first, second, and third
grades; (2) Intermediate, including fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades; and (3) Junior High, including the seventh and eighth 
grades. In the Temp# Grammar School the Primary Department 
does not give instruction in kindergarten subjects. For many 
years in Tempo it has been the practice for those parents who
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wish kindergarten instruction for their children to send them
t@ the kindergarten organized as part of the Training School*
At the end of the year some of the children have continued
their study hy entering the first grade of the Training school
while others have entered the first grade of the Tempo Grammar
School and completed their elementary school education there.
In this instance School District No. 5 has enjoyed a distinct
advantage over other districts of the state. Parents who
wished to take advantage of a kindergarten have been able to -

*

do so by using the facilities at the Training School and such 
facilities have been available without any expense incurred 
directly by School District No. 3. Those parents who have 
preferred a public elementary school to a training school 
have had their children take their kindergarten education in 
the Training School and their regular eight years of elemen
tary education in the Tempo Grammar.School* This has not 
involved any special effort on the part of parents since there 
are practically no restrictions upon transferring from the 
Training School to the Tempo Grammar School, or vice versa, 
on the first day of school of each year.

While it is true that many of the pupils 
who study in the kindergarten each year later enter the first 
grade of the Tempo Grammar School, and thus might he looked 
upon as transfers, it has not been the custom of the adminis
tration to so consider them. It is true that in the first 
grade in the Tempo Grammar School each year there are pupils
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who have attended the kindergarten of the Training School, and 
those who have not, and it is true that no distinction is made 
between these two groups of children. However, the same con
dition holds with the enrollment in the first grade in the 
Training School. Furthermore, in both the Training School and 
the Tempo Grammar School there are pupils in the first grade- 
each year who have moved from other school districts where 
kindergarten training was not offered, so the composition of 
the first grades in each school is heterogeneous so far as 
pre-first grade school experiences are concerned.

In the arrangement of programs each first 
grade teacher in the Tempe Grammar School teaches all of the 
work for her room except music and physical education. 
Instruction in public school music is given by one teacher for 
all the eight grades. This specialization reaches down to the 
first grades and pupils during their first year become 
acquainted with one teacher as their home room teacher, with 
another as their teacher of music, and with a third as their 
teacher of physical education. ,

One of the teachers of the first grade 
also teaches girls* physical education, acts as coach of girls* 
teams in athletics, and serves as one of the advisers for the 
group of Girl Reserves, The remaining members of the teaching 
staff are brought into contact with groups other than their own 
home rooms; thus, from the first grade, pupils in the Tempe 
Grammar School are afforded the opportunity of coming under
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the instruction of more than one teacher* It is this special
ization of instruction which makes possible the semi-depart
mentalization of the school. Herein is a difference between 
the Training school and the Tempe Grammar School. In the 
Training School each year a pupil is under the Instruction ef 
a critic teacher and many student teachers; in the Tempe Gram
mar School a pupil is under the instruction of three or more 
teachers but all of them are regularly certificated teachers 
and some of them have specialized in certain subjects. Thus, 
in the administration of the two schools there is a contrast. 
In the Training School student teachers may be specializing 
on one subject which they teach for several weeks, but while 
they perhaps have more time for preparation and planning of 
instruction in this one subject than do the regular elemen
tary school teachers, they are, nevertheless, acquiring their 
first year of experience in the teaching profession. On the 
other hand, the home room teachers in the Tempe Grammar School 
are certificated to teach all home room subjects and many of 
them have specialized in other subjects which they use in 
departmental inetructieu. In this particular methods differ 
in the two schools.

This departmental grouping is used in 
assemblies. Only on rare occasions do the primary grades at
tend assemblies with the intermediate and junior high school 
grades. It is the custom to hold assemblies for the primary 
grades as a unit. Part of the time the intermediate grades



and junior high school grades hold joint assemblies. A stu
dent body organization, modeled on She lines of a junior-high- 
school organization, is active in the school* It includes . 
only the seventh and eighth grades. Their meetings are held 
separately from.the joint assemblies. At least once a month 
home room meetings are held in all grades from the fourth 
through the eighth. At least once a month each department 
holds its departmental faculty meeting; the remaining meetings 
are for the entire group of teachers. In both schools there 
is a definite plan to keep specific viewpoints that are appli
cable to the age-level of pupils in each department. Both in 
ourrlcular and extra-eurrleular activities this plan is used 
in order to take advantage of a proper division of pupils on 
an age basis. Thus the grouping by departments is well 
defined in both the Training School and.the Tempo Grammar 
School.

In the matter of time allotments as set 
up by the Arizona course of study, the schedules for the Tempe 
Grammar School show certain variations. Those are discussed 
briefly in the following paragraphs.

In the eighth grade of the Tempe Grammar 
School formal grammar and literature are short ninety minutes 
in time allotment. Elective work in an auditorium class and 
free reading in the library in a partial way offset this 
shortage, but more time should be given to literature to con
form with state standards. Time devoted to arithmetic is

35
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ninety minutes less than the minimum set by the state. Off
setting this are classes in general science and general busi
ness, both of whleh offer training in practical mathematics. 
All of the pupils of the eighth grade are in either one class 
or the other, and since these classes meet for one hundred 
minutes a week the loss is not as real as the class schedule 
might indicate. In the other subjects the time allotment! 
eonform closely to the required number of minutes..

In the seventh grade sixty minutes more 
then the state requirement is devoted to reading and formal 
grammar. This time unquestionably should be out down, 
probably by more free time for library reading and additional 
opportunity for auditorium work. In arithmetic the seventh 
grade is short fifty minutes but in this formal subject the 
loss does not seem to handicap pupils in meeting reasonable 
standards. History is short fifty minutes; it would be 
desirable to make up this deficiency by taking part of the 
time now devoted to formal grammar.

In the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
the time allotments conform quite closely to the standards 
set up by the state course of study. In the fifth grade 
forty-five minutes more than the allotted time is devoted to 
music; this does not set to the detriment of any other sub
ject, for there is ample unassigned time that may be used 
for music.

The Tempe Grammar School is at present a
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one-story brick and etuooo building of the H-type* Origi
nally it was an I-type building. Later it was changed to a 
T-typ© and finally to the H-type. The original part of the 
building is not nearly as modern as that part completed 
recently, but repairs and replacements have made even the 
older rooms quit© satisfaotory for elassroom use.

An examination of Figure Ho. 4 on Page 38 
will show the various special rooms in the front part of the 
building. This is the oldest part of the building. While 
the special rooms have been remodeled to meet the needs, and 
while this is a make-shift arrangement, the plans provide 
much in the way of modern school activity that would not be 
possible without them. The school did not contain an audito
rium when first built and the present one was made possible 
by the installation of sliding curtains and the removal of 
cloak rooms. The room indicated as a library is used also 
for auditorium purposes, the use being made possible by 
sliding curtain# whieh separate it from the main auditorium 
room. The lunch room is one of the old classrooms 
rearranged for this particular purpose.

Beginning with the rooms in the middle of 
the ”H" and continuing through all the new rooms added, the 
specifications are entirely modern and in close conformity 
with national standards respecting lighting, floor areas, 
blackboards, color arrangement, heating and safety factors.
A complete electrical clock system provides a clock and
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buzzer in each room and gongs in the hallways. A telephone 
eonneots each elaeerooa with the principal’s office. Like 
the Campus Training School Building and the Eighth Street 
School Building, the Temps Grammar School Building does not 
eontain a gymnasium. However, with approximately ten seres 
of school ground there is ample space for playground purposes. 
The many arcades and hallways are sufficient for physical 
education activities on rainy days.

Part 3

Classroom schedules in the four other 
schools included in this study conform within very reasonable 
limits to the minimum requirements set up by the state.
Tables I to V, inclusive, on Pages 40 to 44, respectively, 
show the time allotments by subjects, grades, and schools 
compared with the standards set up in the Arizona course of 
study. A brief discussion will indicate variations from the 
state course of study#

The eighth grade in the Balsz School is 
below the minimum time for formal subjects. It is over in 
the elective subjects. Part of the shortage in formal gram
mar is taken up by auditorium and library work. General 
science takes up part of the arithmetic time. In the 
seventh grade geography does not receive the specified time 
set up by the state. However, a course in science may be an 
even richer addition to the curriculum than part of the work



TABLE 1

TIME ALLOTMENTS FOR THE FOURTH GRADE COMPAREDWITH THE STANDARDS SET UP IN THE ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

State
Requirements

Temps
Grammar

Training
Campus

Training8th St. Balsa Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Reading, including 
phonies ISO 285 305 125 380 870 860 BOO

Arithmetic 210 825 380 150 800 ISO 300 800
Writing ,s 80 50 90 45 78 100
Music ?8 90 ISO 125 ISO SO 60 80
Art ts 60 120 100 60 90 60 75
Physical and Health 
Education 100 iso 800 125 ISO ISO 200 75

Language 160 160 125 225 ISO 78 160 200
Spelling TS 100 75 75 100 76 75 175
History 130 ISO 150 125 180 ISO 180 160

Geography 145 150 150 100 150 45 150 175



TABUS II

TIME ALLOTMENTS FOR THE FIFTH GRADE COMPAREDWITH THE STANDARDS SET UP IN THE ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

State
Requirements

Temp©Grammar Training
Campus

Training 
8th St. Balsa Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Reading, including 
phonies SO© SOS 180 825 too 40 600 175

ArlthjmSl® 225 225 210 860 225 188 300 800
Writing 76 75 100 i 60 6© 100 100
Musi© 76 ISO 125 125 160 to 60 80
Art 70 60 80 100 90 60 60 75
Physical and Health
Sdueatlon 100 ISO 860 150 ISO 150 800 75

Language 170 170 120 860 150 180 300 200
Spelling 75 75 100 150 75 150 170
History 145 145 150 160 ISO 130 175
Geography 160 160 150 ISO 150 120 135 175



TABLE, III

TIME ALLOTMENTS FOB THE SIXTH GRADE COMPAREDWITH THE STANDARDS SET OP IN THE ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

. /  .. State
Requirements

Tempo
Grammar

Training
Campus

Training 
8th St, Bales Kyrene Lehi Seettsdale

Reading, Including 
pheaies 175 170 200 885 800 40 885 175

Arithmetic 235 825 250 850 885 185 850 800
Writing 75 . f g ; SO 60 60 75 100
Musi® 75 50 80 125 150 SO 60 80
Art 75 50 100 100 SO 60 80 75
Physical and Health 
Education 100 150 150 150 150 160 800 78

Language 200 175 250 850 200 180 250 200
Spelling 75 75 75 100 75 90 175
History 180 150 150 160 100 90 800
Geography 160 ISO 150 160 160 120 135 100



TABLE IV
TIME ALLOTMENTS FOR THE SEVENTH GRADE COMPAREDWITH THE STANDARDS SET DP IN THE ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

State
Requirement

Temp®
Grammar

Training
Campus

Training 
8th St. Balsa Kyrene Lehl Scottsdale

English, to include 
Literature, Composition 
and Formal Grammar, 
Spelling and Penmanship 
graded on all written 
work 450 510 525 500 410 285 610 550

Mathematics, Arithmetic 
or General Mathematics 300 *50 ISO 885 200 150 850 200

American History 250 ■ 800 875* 90 800 ISO 180 200
Geography 860 200 ■ - 16© 120 165 200
Physical and Health
Education 150 150 165 150 150 150 800 120

a - Social Science



TABLE V

TIME ALLOTMENTS FOR THE EIGHTH GRADE COMPAREDWITH THE STANDARDS SET UP IN THE ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

StateRequirement Tempo
Grammar

Training
Campus

Training 
8th St. Bales Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

English, to include 
Literature, Composition 
and Formal Grammar, 
Spelling and Penmanship 
graded on all written 
work mo 380 380 500 410 285 590 6*8

Mathematics, Arithmetic 
- or General Mathematics 300 210 220 225 200 150 *50 225
American History *80 225 5755 90a 200 ISO 200% 225
Hygiene & year *50 90 110
Civics & year *50 135 120 225
Physical and Health 
Education 180 150 185 180 150 150 200 225

a - Social Science 
b - Including Civtes
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in geography. As in the eighth grade part of the time for 
formal grammar is devoted to auditorium and library work# 
There is close conformity to time allotment• in the fifth 
end sixth grades# In the fourth grade reading receives one 
hundred minutes more than the required time#

There is a reasonable approximation to 
the time allotments in the schedules of the seventh and 
eighth grades in the Gyrene School, There is a good balance 
of eleetives* The fifth-grade and sixth-grade schedules also 
conform within reasonable bounds te the state requirements; 
only in spelling does there seem to be an apparent excess of 
time. The third and fourth grades receive Instruction in the 
same room. This group instruction seems well arranged. When 
two grades are taught in one room, as is the ease in the 
Eyrone School, oxaet adherence to time requirements can not 
be shown easily# However, considering that one grade studies 
a subject while the other grade recites, the time allotments 
can bo closely approximated, and this appears to be true in 
the Gyrene classroom schedule.

The eighth grade in the Lehi School is 
ever ninety minutes in time allotments for English and read
ing. It is under fifty minutes in the required time for 
arithmetic. The seventh grade Is over one hundred and sixty 
minutes for English and spelling# Time for spelling should 
be reduced by thirty to forty minutes. The excess time 
devoted to English might profitably be used for auditorium



and library works' The sixth grade is one hundred minutes 
over in English and reading. Reduced time for formal English 
and increased time for informal activities appear desirable 
in the Lehi schedules*

Instruction in the Scottsdale School is 
on a departmental basis and the time allotted to the various 
subjects seems to conform1 reasonably well with the state 
standards. - ■.1.. , " ; ■

In Table VI, Pages 47 to 49, inclusive, 
data are presented concerning the special subjects taught in 
the schools included in this study. Special subjects refer 
to those subjects of instruction which are not a part of the 
required list set up by the State Board of Education of 
Arizona* The table includes art as a special subject, and 
this is true as far as the seventh and eighth grades are con
cerned, but in the first six grades the subject is required.

With the exception of the Training School 
one hundred per cent of the pupils in these schools is 
enrolled in art classes. A wider eholee of electives in the 
upper grades ef the Training School, allowing pupils to take 
subjects other than art, may reasonably justify this school 
in not requiring all pupils to take art. A glance at the 
table on special subjects shows that the Training School 
offers the widest choice of electives In special subjects.
It is quite to be expected to find a close approach to an 
ideal curriculum in an institution organized to train teacher#
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ENROLLMENT IN SPECIAL SUBJECTS

47
TABLE VI

Tempo
Grammar Training Balsa Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

ART ;

Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8
No. of pupils 
eligible 171 178 108 81 115 174

Per cent of ell-
gible pupils 
enrolled 1G0 74 100 100 100 100

No. of minutes
per week SO 100 90 120 SO 75
AUDITORIUM 

(Debating, Pub-
H o  speaking, 
Expression)
Grades eligible 8 5-8 7-8

36 83 41
Per cent of eli
gible pupils 
enrolled 44 100 29

No. of minutes ; '
per week 80 120 860
DRAMATICS

Grades eligible 4-8 4-8
No* of pupils 
eligible 178 81

Per Cent of eli
gible pupils 
enrolled

» X

43 M
No. of minutes
per week 30 60

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Grades eligible 4-6

106
Per cent of eli
gible pupils 
enrolled. 50

No. of minutes
per week 100
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TABLE VI (Continued)

ENROLLMENT IN SPECIAL SUBJECTS
Tempo

Grammar Training Bales Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale
GARDENING

Grades eligible 
No* of pupils

5-8
eligible

Per cent of ell-
145

gible pupils 
enrolled 7

No. of minutes
per week 100
COMMERCIAL

(General Busi
ness - T.G.S.) 
(Typing-Tr.Soh*)
Grades eligible 
No. of pupils

8 8
eligible

Per cent of eli
36 36

gible pupils 
enrolled 44 61

No* of minutes
per week 120 150

GENERAL SCIENCE
Grades eligible 8 7-8 8 4-8 8
No. of pupils 
eligible 36 72 13 113 34

Per cent of eli
gible pupils 
enrolled 56 36 100 100 100

No. of minutes
per week 180 100 150 60 225

HOME ECONOMICS
Grades eligible 
No* of pupils

5-8 4-8 7-8 7-8 8
eligible

Per sent of eli
135 178 86 41 76

gible pupils 
enrolled 44 S3 54 49 17

NO. of minutes 100-7/hifce
per week 100 250-Mex# 180 360 180
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TABLE VI (Continued)
mmuMmu in special subjects

c
Tempo
irammar Training Balsa Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Grades eligible 
Ho. of pupils 
eligible

5-8 5-8 7-8 7-8 8
155 145 86 41 76

Per cent of ell-
gible pupils 
enrolled 55 35 50 54 26

Ho. of minutes 100-White
180per week 100 150-Mox. 360 180

LIBRARY
Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 5-8 4-8
Ho. of pupils 
eligible 171 178 S3 174

Per cent of eli
gible pupils
enrolled 100 100 100 100

Ho. of minutes
per week SO 100 80 180

MUSICAPPRECIATION
Gradec eligible 4-8 4-8 In reg- 4-8 4-8
No. of pupils 
eligible 171 178

ular
misio 81 113

per cent of eli classes
gible pupils
enrolled
No, of minutes

100 58 100 100
per week 40 45 90 60
MECHANICAL
DRAWING

Grades eligible 8
No. of pupils
eligible 5®

Per cent of eli*»
gible pupils
enrolled 

No. of minutes
53

per week 70
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for the state. Though: the electives may mean a slight addi
tional ooet,.the figures show that pupils are Interestedin 
the epeolal subjects. With the.possible exception of garden
ing, every special subject offered by the Training;School 
easily justifies its presence in the curriculum, where the 
number of eligibles enrolled is taken as an important factor. 
The contemporary philosophy about "finding courses" in the 
junior high school, leads toward a wide list of elective#.
All of the schools, except the Training School, might enrich 
their curricula by the addition of a course in foreign lan
guage. A course in the elementary principles of business or 
typewriting would also add greatly to the curricula of Bales, 
Kyrene, Lehi, and Scottsdale schools.

Tables VII to X, on Pages 51 to 54, 
present data concerning library facilities in all of the 
schools. In total area and in the number of reading tables 
the Temp# Grammar School and Balsa School provide satisfac
tory facilities at present. While the Training School does 
net have as many tables or as much floor space as these two 
schools, it does offer very desirable opportunities for 
individual library work. The Training School library is 
open during the whole day and it serves as a place for free 
reading and the beginnings of research. Thus, the limited 
size of the Training School library is offset by a well- 
organized program that offers the maximum use of its 
library shelves.
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TABLE VII

LIBRARY FACILITIES
TempeGrammar Training Balsz Eyrene Lehl Scottsdale

Enrollment .. ■ •

Grades 4-8 
Ho, of read

171 178 108 81 113 174
ing tables

Total seating
10 2 5 6

capacity 
Ho, of square

56 40 70 20
feet of floor 
space 960 700 1000 420 250Total number 
of volumes 
Location

1443 4000 875 400 1800
Basement 
1st floor 
2d floor

X X X X X

Library work la the Kyrene School is car
ried on in each olameroom. Though a well-equipped modern 
library would greatly improve the program of work in this 
eehool, the facilities in each room are better than none at 
all. The greatest need for adequate library facilities is in 
the Lehl school. Until a satisfactory arrangement can be made 
for free reading periods in an attractive environment of 
children's books, magazines, and papers, the Lehl School will 
operate at a considerable handicap. The Balse School has 
greatly improved its program by the use of books from the free 
county library. Pupils in the upper grades of the Scottsdale 
School have access to the high school library. Unfortunately 
this building is located at a great distance from the elemen
tary school.

l
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TABLE VIII 

LIBRARY FACILITIES

Tempo Grammar. Training Balsz
Book of History 
(One set) 

Carpenter* s world 
Travels
Eastman* s Index to 
Fairy Tales 
Far1eh - History 
of Arizona Granger*s index to 
Poetry and Recita
tions with Supple-

Burgess - Animal 
Book for Children 
Burgess - Bird Book 
Burgess - Flower Book 
Crabb - English 
Synonyms 
Bitmaps Reptile 
Book
Fabre*3 Book of 
Insects

Fowler - Modern 
English Usage 
Funk and Wagnall’s 
New Standard Die
tionary

Holland - Butterfly 
Book
Rand-MoNally - Atlas 
Roger*s Shell Book 
Stevenson - Home Book 
of Verse for Young 
Folks
Thomson - The Outline 
of Selene#
Who’s Who in America 
(1930-1931)

World Almanac (1926) 
Webster* s New Inter
national Dictionary*

Farish - History 
of Arizona 

History of Ameri
can Nature 

Library of Travel 
Popular Science 
Roosevelt - The 
Winning of the 
West

Kyrene
Harper* s Atlas of 
American History 

Hazeltine - Anni
versaries and 
Holidays 
Rand-MoNally 
International 
Edition of World 
Atlas
Rand-MoNally 
Ideal Atlas of 
the World 
Roget*s Thesaurus 
of English Words

Carpenter’s World 
Travels
Farish - History 
of Arizona 

The Junior 
Glassies 

The Nature 
Library

Van Loon - The 
Story of Mankind 

The World’s Great 
Events

Lehi
rnomsou — m e  out
line of Science 

Universal Dietion- 
are of the English 
Language

Webster*s New Inter
national Dictionary

Carpenter’s World
Travels

History of Arizona 
World Atlas

. Scottsdale
Lands and Peoples 
Universal Refer
ence Guide
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TABLE XX

LXBBAHT FACILITIES
Encyclopaedias

Temp#
Grammar Training Bales Kyrone Lehi Scottsdale

Book ofKnowledge X X X X X
Brittanica X
Collier's X
Compton's X X X X X z
National , X
Hew Champlain
Cyclopedia
for Young
People X

Hew Interna
tional X

Progressive
Reference X

World Book ■ X ' X X X
la the Training School will be found the

beat lists and the most adequate supply of reading material 
for the children of elementary school age. It is regrettable 
that the other schools have not been able to keep their vol
umes up-to-date both in number and quality. It can safely be 
said that the Training school is the only school in the study 
that approaches a satisfactory supply of desirable reading 
materials for its pupils*

In reference books the Tempo Grammar 
School and the Training School both have rather desirable 
lists, but even these lists might be improved by more volumes 
including almanaes, year books, and indices. The other 
schools present a rather meager array of reference material.
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TABLE X

LIBRAHT FACILITIES

Tempo Grammar Training Kyrone
American Boy 
American Girl
Arizona Historical 
Review

American Boy 
American Girl 
Boyo* Life 
Child Life

Current Events 
National Geographic 
Mid-Week Pictorial 
My Weekly Reader

Boys* Life 
Current Events 
Child Life 
Mid-Week Pictorial 
National Geographic

John Martin’s Book 
National Geographic 
Nature
Popular Mechanics 
Popular Science

Lohl
Pathfinder

Nature
Open Hoad for Boy® 
Pathfinder 
Popular science 
St. Nicholas 
Ky Weekly Header

Sv# itaODOJk##

Balsz
Scottsdale

Child Lifo 
National Geographic 
Geographic News
Bulletin

My Weekly Reader

American Boy 
American Girl 
Child Life 
John Martin’s Book 
Popular Meebaniee

All of tho schools have a much bettor supply of encyclo
paedias* The problem with encyclopaedias involves adequacy 
of books for oaoh grade and reoonoy of publication* If these 
schools are to maintain sufficient encyclopaedias, additional 
sots must be purchased in the near future* Tho cost satisfac
tory list of magaslneo is found in the Tempo Grammar School* 
The Training school list is above criticism in quality but it 
could be improved by a more varied selection* The other 
schools do not offer sufficiently varied magazine reading 
material for their pupils* Children in the Lohl school are 
practically without desirable magazines* since magazines 
play such an Important role in the modern life of children
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and adults, it must be apparent that a school is handicapped 
if it can not offer suitable magazines for its pupils to read.

It is quite evident from the table on 
special subjects that the curricula in these schools are 
vastly richer than those offered a fevr years ago when the 
parents of these pupils attended school. It is quite evident, 
also, that the pace for setting up ideal opportunities for 
pupils is made by the Training School. Under the heading of 
the Training School ten subjects are offered. Under the head
ing of the Tempo Grammar School nine subjects are offered.
The other schools include varying numbers, all below these 
enumerated. It is undoubtedly true that the presence of a 
training school in Tempo, with a close approach to an ideal 
curriculum, has greatly influenced the Temps Grammar School 
in offering the program of special subjects which is listed 
in the table.

To supplement the information in the 
table on special subjects, it should be mentioned that instruc
tion in piano is given in the Kyrene school, fifty-two pupils 
being enrolled. In the Lehi School there are thirty pupils 
taking instruction in piano and eighteen in violin. Instruc
tion in bookbinding has been given during the time of this 
study in the Temps Grammar School. A group of junior high 
school pupils has taken individual instruction from the 
librarian; the work was new this year and was given informally.

Tables XI and XII, on pages 56 to 59,
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TABLE XI
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES OFFERED
Tempo
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehl Scottsdale

Assemblies X X X x
Boy Scouts % z X X X z
Camp Fire .
Girls X X z
4-H Clubs X X X X
GirlReserves X -

Glee Clubs X X X X
Inter-school
Athletic
Contests X X X X X zInter-Class

Athletic
Contests X X X X z

Local Girls'
Club X

Orchestra X X X X zPlayground X X X X X z
Piano X X
Violin X
present data eonoerning extra-ourrioular activities. In some 
instances the percentages enrolled in each subject are shown 
while in other cases the actual number of pupils is recorded. 
This is due to the fact that in some activities age is a 
requirement for admission, whereas in other activities the 
grade determines eligibility.

The tables on extra-curricular activi
ties reveal that the elementary schools with which this study 
is concerned are offering activities closely in accord with 
the recommendations of the best authorities in this field.
The addition of assemblies in the Lehl School and in the 
Scottsdale School would do much to Improve their programs.



TABLE H I
ENROLLMENT IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Tempo
Training Balsz K^rene Lshi Scottsdale

Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8
ASSEMBLIES No. of eligible

pupils
Per cent of ell- 171 178 108 81
gible pupils 
enrolled 100 100 100 100

No. of minutes
per week 45 Variable 22£ 30

Grades eligible Age 12 Age 12 Age 12 Age 12 Age 12 Age 12
BOY SCOUTS & above & above & above & above & above & above

Pupils enrolled
No. of minutes

26 42 16 15 12 80
per week 90 90 90 60 120 90

Grades eligible 5-8 5-8 4-8
CAMP FIRE Pupils enrolled 80 31 60

GIRLS No. of minutes
per week 90 60 40

Grades eligible Age 10 Age 10 Ago 10 Age 10
4—H CLUBS & above & above & above & above

Pupils enrolled
No. of minutes

55 67 18 18
per week 30 55 60 60

Grades eligible 6-8
GIRL RESERVES Pupils enrolled 

No. of minutes
31

per week 90



TABLE HI (Continued)
ENROLLMENT IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Temps.
Grammar Training Balsa Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Grades eligible 5-8 7-8 - 5-8 5-6
GLEE CLUBS Girls

No. of eligible only
pupils

Per cent of ell-
135 72 58

gible pupils
enrolled 

No. of minutes
41 100 53 12a

per week 60 60 60 150
Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 5-0 6-8

INTER—SCHOOL No. of eligible 107ATHLETIC pupils 171 178 108 81 88
CONTESTS Per cent of eli

gible pupils 
enrolled 
No. of minutes

18 100 43 100 85 100
per week 60 60 60 30 240 45

Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8
INTER-CLASS No* of eligible 81ATHLETIC
CONTESTS

pupil#Per cent of eli
171 178 108 174

gible pupils 
enrolled 100 100 100 100 100

No* of minutes •

per week 100 100 100 60 200
a - Actual number enrolled



TABLE H I  (Continued)
EHROLLMBKT IN EITRA-CDBRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Tempo
Grammar Training Balaz Eyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Grades eligible 6-8
LOCAL GIRLS Pupils enrolled 15

CLUB No, of minutes
per week 45

Grades eligible 4-0. 5-8 5-8 4-8 4-8
ORCHESTRA No, of eligible

pupilsPer cent of eli
171 145 58 113 174

gible pupils 
enrolled 20 14 36 13 14

No, of minutes
per week 360 200 120 120 180

Grades eligible 4-8 4-8 4-8 4̂ *8 4-8 4-8
PLAYGROUND No. of eligible 

pupilsPer cent of eli
171 178 108 81 113 174

gible pupils 
enrolled 100 100 100 100 100 100

No, of minutes
per week 675 675 ©80 230 @00 570
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In Scottsdale assemblies should be conducted even with the 
necessity of using the high school auditorium which Is 
located half a mile from the elementary school building. The 
greatest need in the way of building facilities at the Lehi 
School is a new auditorium. Without such the program of that 
school must necessarily be.handicapped.. Formation of 4-H 
Clubs in the Balsz and Scottsdale schools would be in keep
ing with present tendencies in extra-curricular activities. 
Both of these schools are located in agricultural areas 
where such clubs are of the most practical value.

Table HII, Page 61, shows data about the 
teaching staffs. In the matter of training the average for 
the Training School is by far the highest. This is to be 
expected. Critic teachers who train teachers are, and.should 
be, required to have a high type of.training. Graduate study 
and continued preparation while in service have combined to 
give this school a corps of teachers with a very commendable 
type of preparation. Many of the critics in the Training 
School teach college classes and since the requirement for 
collegiate work is at least five years of training, it is 
easy to understand the high standing of the Training School 
in the preparation of its teachers. Again, the proximity of 
the Tempe Grammar School to the Training School has undoubt
edly exerted an influence upon the training of the teachers 
in the first mentioned school* The spirit of advanced study, 
the atmosphere of continued preparation, the desire of the 
administrative authorities of the Temp# Grammar School to
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TABLE H I I  
PERSONNEL RECORDS

PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS, GRADES 4-8, INCLUSIVE
TempeGrammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehl Scottsdale

Average number 
of years of 
preparation 4.25 5.31 3.81 3.88 5.75 3.44Average number 
of years of 
experience in
teaching 8.60 80.45 6.85 8.85 6.50 4.00Average number
of years of ex- 

. perienoe in 
other fields 3 3 1.15 8 1.15 0Per cent of 
teachers belong
ing to one or . 
more scholastic 
honor societies 40 64 50 . 60 17 50

bring their corps of teachers up closely to the standards set
by the training institution, have all combined to give the 
high average indicated in the table*

In the matter of teacher experience the 
Training School far .outstrips any other school. Examination 
of personnel records shows that turnover of critics is rela
tively low. In She public schools many of the young women who 
start teaching terminate their professional careers within the 
first five years. On She other hand, the type of individual 
who prepares for and takes up the work of a critic teacher 
tends to make it a life profession. The high average of expe
rience shown for critics is not due to one or two instances of 
long service, but is due to uniformly long years of service on 
the part of many of these teachers in the Training School.
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, The figures in this table speak well for 
the professional preparation and experience of the teaching 
personnel in all the schools•

,Table XIV, Page 65,.present* the average 
scores for the school building® considered in this study. The 
standard scores set up in this table are those,found on the 
Strayer-Sngelhardt Score Cards for Elementary School Buildings. 
The scores.for each building are the results of averaging the 
figures computed by three individuals who scored these build
ings.

In January, 1953, three men, all trained 
in school administration, and all experienced administrators, 
visited the buildings named and, working independently, made 
out complete score cards for each school plant. The three men 
who participated in this survey were; Dr. R. L. Blackburn, 
Tempo, Arizona, former professor In the Arizona state Teachers 
College at Temps, and former superintendent of schools in She 
state of Washington) Mr, Glenn Maoomber, critic teacher in the 
Training school, and former school administrator; and 
Mr. V. W. Marshall, Jr., teacher In the Tempo Grammar School, 
and former school administrator.

It is natural to find the total score for 
the Training School the highest in the table. This building 
was erected in 1928 and stands out as an excellent example of 
elementary school architecture in the state. It sets before 
prospective teachers high ideals in the way of plant layout 
and equipment. It is rather surprising to find the total
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TABLE XIV
AVERAGE SCORES MAD! ON STRATER-ffiTGELHARDT SCORE CARDS 

FOR ELMENTARV SCHOOL BUILDINGS
fotal
Scores Site Building

Service
System

Class
Rooms

Special
Rooms

Standard
Score 1000 185 165 880 290 140

Tempo Grammar 889 . 117 . 154 . 245 . 268 106
Training 
Campus Bldg. 918 116 157 248 275 117

Training
8th St. Bldg. 569 108 91 142 . 170 64
Balsa 810 109 149 888 840 83
Kyrene 648 107 130 154 196 61
Lehi 638 101 188 164 193 46
Scottsdale 889 116 149 849 830 85
score of the Temp# Grammar School so close to that of the
Training School* However, this Is due undoubtedly to the new
part of the building, erected during the past eight years*

• *

Many of the new rooms in the building were added since the
t r

erection of the Training School* They conform closely to 
national standards for buildings and the equipment was of the 
latest design at the time of purehase. While the old portion 
of the Tempo Grammar School building has many faults, from 
the viewpoint of modern standards, the new rooms have brought 
the average up so that the entire school plant received the 
high ranking shown in the table*

The Scottsdale School is one of the new 
buildings in this group, having been erected within the past 
eight years. Undoubtedly its total score would have been 
higher if an auditorium had been built in She present school 
plant. The Balsz school includes rooms that have been eon-
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struoted within recent years. Only the cafeteria and indus
trial arts rooms tend to reduce its high average score.

The greatest handicaps, from a building 
standpoint, are to be found in the lack of adequate special 
rooms in the Eighth Street School Building, the Kyrene 
School, and the Lehi school. The sites for all school build
ings are ranked uniformly high. These Arizona schools are 
particularly fortunate in possessing playgrounds and in having 
locations that average high when national standards are
applied. When total scores are considered, even the oldest

\
building, namely, the Eighth Street Training School, has 
apparently a few more years of service despite its handicaps.



CHAPTER IV

SELECTION OF TESTS

In a comparative study of two or more 
school systems it is essential that the measuring rods be 
the best available if the results are to be considered reli
able. In the comparisons undertaken in this study the sub
jective element was ruled out as nearly as it was humanly 
possible when the actual data were gathered; necessarily the 
subjective element entered into the selection of the testing 
devices, into the organization of ways and means of gather
ing these data, and, finally into the interpretation of the 
facts collected.

In the comparison of achievement in 
classroom work the most reliable of standardized tests were 
used, when each specific phase of subject matter was measured. 
In order to ascertain what differences, significant or other
wise, were apparent in the achievement of the pupils in the 
various schools considered, it was first decided to measure 
the native ability of the pupils in all of the schools. With 
the native ability, expressed as raw intelligence, held as 
the constant factor, pupils with a certain raw intelligence 
were paired with pupils of an equivalent raw intelligence 
from another school. It was assumed that the difference in 
achievement of pupils with equivalent raw intelligence scores

65
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was due to the type of school activity in the different 
instancese

able measuring rod of general intelligence that the educa
tional scientists had devised was the general intelligence 
test. It must be conceded that with many critics the accu
racy with which the intelligence test measures native ability 
is questioned; it is still a simple matter to find arguments 
pro and con in this controversial subject. There arc leaders 
in the present-day testing movement who readily concede that 
to a certain extent an intelligence test is an achievement 
test and to a certain extent an achievement test is an 
intelligence test .1- However, until there are more extensive 
refinements made.of that rather evasive term "intelligence" 
the most reliable measure of general intelligence must be 
accepted as the intelligence test.

parisons of the raw achievement scores in a long series of 
tests. If the accomplishment ratio had been used a factor 
would have been admitted that increased the chances of error 
in the final conclusions. A glance at the formula from which 
the accomplishment ratio is derived reveals some of the dan
gers of error. The AQ formula follows:

1 - Truman L. kelley, Interpretation of Educational tleasure-
ments. Yonkers-on-Hudson* New York* World Book Company, 1927. 
Chapter VIII.

At the time of this study the most roll

At the outset it was decided to make oom-

EA
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The probable error of both the educational, quotient and the 
intelligence quotient would have a tendency to increase the 
error in the accomplishment quotient. The very moment that 
the chronological age is introduced, there is the opportunity 
for the introduction of error and hence the likelihood of 
reducing the reliability of the findings.

Division of the chronological age into 
the educational age opens the chance for error; division of 
the chronological age into the mental age does likewise. In 
turn these errors may affect the educational quotient, the 
intelligence quotient, and finally the achievement quotient.

Use of the AQ, takes for granted that gen
eral intelligence is the sole factor in accomplishment in 
school subjects. This is highly questionable, especially in 
form subjects. Grade placement may be a factor in determin
ing the accomplishment ratio.1 Moreover if the scores on each 
individual item in the achievement tests were converted into 
accomplishment quotients they would be subject to an addi
tional criticism over that placed on converting total achieve
ment scores into accomplishment quotients. The individual 
items are tests of much shorter length and henoe, are even 
less reliable than the composite scores.1 2

1 - fruman L. Kelley, Giles ti. ttueh, and Lewis M. ferman, kew 
Stanford Achievement Test, Guide for Interpreting. Yonkers-on- 
Hudson, Hew York: World Book Company, 1929. page 14.
2 - Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Rush, and Lewis M. Terman, New 
Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Examination, Directions 
for Administering. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Co., 
(Second revision) 1929. Page 9.
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Since the use of the CA tends to Intro
duce errors In the AQ. It will tend to do the same thing in the 
IQ,. Since the comparison of achievement scores was to be made 
on raw scores, it was logical to use the raw intelligence 
scores as a basis for pairing the pupils. Thus the CA was 
ruled out in pairing the pupils and in comparing their achieve
ments.

In order to further justify the use of raw 
intelligence scores as a basis for pairing, a partial correla
tion was worked out involving sixty-seven of the seventh and 
eighth grade pupils from the Temps Grammar School. The prob
lem in this correlation was to ascertain whether chronological 
age was an essential factor in the accomplishment of these 
pupils which should not be left out. Chronological age was 
held constant - and then the problem was to find the relation
ship between raw intelligence and raw achievement as variable 
factors.

It was necessary to find r 12.3 in a 
problem set up as follows %

Raw Intelligence 1
Raw Achievement 2
Chronological Age 3

The result of this correlation was .875. Thus, with CA left 
out no essential factor was ignored which would have tended 
to invalidate the results of the study.

Table XV, Pages 69 and 70, lists the var
ious intelligence, and achievement tests used by the author.
In all instances the selection of a test was made after



TABLE XV
ENROLMENT FOR TESTS GIVEN

Temps
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Temps
Union
H. S.

Total
National Intelligence 
Test, Scale A, Form 3 
Grades 4-6 97 106 77 55 72 98 505

Terman Group Test of 
Mental Ability, Fora 
B, Grades 7-8 74 72 31 26 41 76 80 320
Standard Achievement 
Test, Fora Z,
Grades 4-8 171 178 108 81 113 174 825

Hill - Test in Civic 
Attitudes, Grades 
7-9 73 72 35 22 42 83 74 379

Library Technique
Test, Grades 7-9 70 75 34 19 42 76 74 390

Parliamentary Pro
cedure Test, 
Grades 7-9 70 75 35 19 42 77 73 391

Engle-Stenquist - Home 
Economics Test (Girls) 
Foods and Cookery 
Grades 7-8 30 31 61



TABLE XT (Continued)
ENROLLMENT FOR TESTS GIVEN

Tempo
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale

Tempo 
Union 
H. S. Total

Htinter - Shop Tests 
(Boys) Grades 7-8 41 36 77

Gates-strang Health 
Knowledge Test 
Grades 7-8 72 72 144

Sones-Harry High School Achievement 
Test, Grade 9 73 73

o
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reference to reviews and reports upon the tests in each field, 
after inquiry by correspondence with leaders in their fields, 
after numerous conferences with classroom teachers and critic 
teachers especially familiar with each subject, and after 
examination by the writer of all tests considered sufficiently 
reliable for measuring achievement in the schools Involved.

Extensive use was made of the printed 
lists of tests for the current school year as published by 
The World Book Company, Yonkera-on-Hudson, New York; C. A. 
Gregory Company, 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati, Ohio; Laid- 
law Brothers, 36 West 84th St., New York, New York; and the 
Educational Test Bureau, 3416 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,

Particular aid and assistance was ren
dered, in the selection of tests, by the following firms and 
individuals: —  -
Miss Edna Boyer, Jefferson Junior High School, Rochester, N.Y. 
Erwin 0. Christensen, American Federation of Arts,

Washington, D. C.
Miss Lucille Fargo, Library School, George Peabody College 

for Teachers, Nashville, Tezm.
Dr. J. 0. Grimes, Arizona State Teachers College, Tempo,

Arizona
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md,
Mr. Emil Large, Long Beach Public Schools, Long Beach, Calif. 
Miss Margaret Mann, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dr. A. S. Otis, World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Eudson, N.Y.
Dr. A. F. Payne, The College of the City of New York,

New York, N. Y.
Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington, 111.
Dr. A. L. Threlkheld, superintendent of Schools, Denver, Colo. 
The Union Library Association, 118 East 25th St., New York,N.Y. 
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N.D.
Dr. J. F. Walker, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

In some instances it was comparatively
easy to obtain definite checks on the tests used. In other
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instances extensive reports were not available, particularly 
in the tests recently standardized.

In the oases of the national Intelligence 
Tests, the Terman Group Tests, and the Stanford Achievement 
Tests the ratings recorded in T. L. Kelley1s work, "Interpre
tation of Educational Measurements," Chapter IX, indicate 
clearly the high standing of these media for measurement of 
general intelligence and the more important aspects of the 
older school subjects. Here also the ratings by other 
critics are in remarkable agreement.

The National Intelligence Tests were 
originally planned for use in grades three to eight. Their 
long period of trial, their wide-spread and continued use, 
and their simplicity and ease of administration, keep them 
as leaders in the field of measurement of intelligence. The 
standing of the authors-*- of the tests in the whole testing 
movement should remove any doubt about technical difficulties 
of test preparation. Revised forms make available new 
material and reduce the possibility of pupils being intimate
ly familiar with the questions. In this study these tests 
are used from the fourth to sixth grades inclusive.

Parts A and B of the National Intelli
gence Tests taken as a whole are rated in Kelley's report*5

1 - M. 15. tiaggerty, L. k. German, E. L. Thorndike, G. M. 
Whipple, and R. M. Yerkes, National Intelligence Tests, Scale 
A, Form 3. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Co., 1919.
2 - T. L. Kelley, Interpretation of Educational Measurements. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Co., 1927. Page 222.
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with a median of 1* In this instance seven Judges rated the 
tests independently. Part A only, received a median of 5; 
Part B only, received a median of 6.

While the Judges rated Parts A and B as 
an entire test much higher than either part taken separately, 
experience in testing in the Temp# Grammar School has indi
cated that either form is sufficiently valid as an index for 
measuring intelligence. Except in unusual cases, which 
probably demand individual tests, either form has been found 
valid for measuring intelligence in the intermediate grades.

The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability 
was prepared especially for the Junior and senior high 
schools. Because it was made for the seventh to twelfth 
grades, this test was chosen for measurement of intelligence 
in the seventh and eighth grades of the elementary schools 
included in this study, and for the ninth grade of the Tempo 
Union High School, In the field of measurement the author 
occupies an enviable place among the outstanding leaders. 
Ample time has elapsed for this test to stand the acid test 
from actual use in classroom problems# Ease of administra
tion makes it desirable from the standpoint of economy in 
time and labor. The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability! 
was also chosen because there is evident continuity in the 
method of measurement of intelligence as set up in the 1

1 - L. if. German, Terman Group Tests of Mental Ability. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York! World Book Co., 1919•



National Intelligence Tests. As co-author of the National 
Intelligence Test® and as author of the Terman Group Tests of 
Mental Ability, L. Me Terman has kept the same reliable tech
nique for measuring intelligence from the fourth to twelfth 
grades inclusive. A median rating of 1 was given the Terman 
Group Tests of Mental Ability for the Junior high school; a 
median rating of 2 was given the tests for the senior high 
school by seven judges

The New Stanford Achievement Test was made 
for grades four to nine Inclusive. The authors, Kelley, Ruoh, 
and Terman, are leaders in the testing movement.2 Merits of 
the test include authorship of outstanding ability, comprehen
siveness of the elementary-school field of studies, refined 
and reliable technique in preparation and revision, and ease 
of administration.

The testa named above have the advantage 
of economy in time for giving, labor in correction, and 
expense, over any list of individual tests in the same fields. 
Moreover, their standing, after many years of usage, places 
them among the leaders, if not the leaders, in the measure
ment of achievement.

In this study Form Z, which has been call
ed the New Stanford Achievement Test, was used. This is 
simply another form of the well known test published somewhat

1 - 1*. L. Kelley, Interpretation of Educational Measurements. 
Yonkers-on-Budeon, New York! World Book Co., 1987. Page 224.
2 - T. L. Kelley, G. M. Rueh, L. M. Terman, New Stanford 
Achievement Test, Yonkers-oa-Hudaon, New Yorks World Book Co., 
1989.

74
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earlier, and is considered equivalent to it. All seven 
judges, whose reports are recorded by Kelley,* rated the 
earlier Stanford Achievement Test as 1. This rating applied 
to tests for the elementary and junior high schools.

The Sones-Harry High School Achievement 
Test2 was chosen because it appears to measure more definite
ly certain blocks of information common in most high schools. 
Moreover, it is prepared to measure the greater portion of 
high school work offered in the Tempo Union High School.

Hill's Civic Attitudes Test'S wa8 selected 
from the many tests of a similar nature. It was chosen to 
measure that part of education that has to do with the atti
tudes of a pupil when faced with many civic questions. While 
it is not perfect, it comes nearer to covering certain essen
tial problems of civic education on the elementary school 
level than any of the other tests examined.

Owing to the limited time devoted to home 
economics instruction it was difficult to find a test in this 
field that would not be manifestly too difficult for pupils in 
the elementary grades. Most tests of this nature seem to have 
been devised for junior high schools where more periods per 
week are devoted to home economies than in the schools in

1 -  T.L. Kelley, Interpretation atMuoaiionai Measurements. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, Hew York! World Book Co., 1987. Pages 230- 
831.
2 - U. W. D. Sones and D. P* Harry, Jr,, Sones-Harry High
School Achievement Test, Yonkers-on-Hudeon, Hew York: World 
Book Co., 1929.
3 - Howard C. Hill, A Test in Civic Attitudes. Bloomington, 
Illinois: Public school Publishing Go., 1926.
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Tempo. The Engle-Stenquist Teat^ was used in part since muoh 
of the material had not been included inthscoursec of study 
pursued.

The Oatee-Strang Health Knowledge Test® 
is a test of general information about health. While the 
matter of health education needs more definite treatment in 
the Arizona schools, it is true that much information on this 
subject comes indirectly from other class subjects and from 
informal discussion on the playground and la the nurse1a 
room. This test was chosen because its content covers much 
of the field of health education that is of value to every 
boy and girl.

Three of Hunter1s Shop Tests3 were used 
in measuring the work of the classes in industrial arts. The 
three tests that were most applicable to the work being 
taught in Tempe were: W-l, Tools Test for Woodwork; W-2, 
Fastenings Test for Woodwork; W-5, Reading Test for Rule or 
Scale• Less information was available concerning this series 
of tests than about any of the other tests used. Information 
about their validity and reliability was not obtainable. They 
were used because they were considered a fairer measuring rod 
than any test that might have been hurriedly devised during

1 - Edna M. Engle and John t* Sienquist,Engle-stenquist Home
Economies Test, Tonkers-on-Rudson, New York: World Book Go,, 
1931. Part A.
2 - Arthur L Gates and Ruth Strang, Gates-strang Health 
Knowledge Test, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1925.
3 - W. L. Hunter, Shop Tests, Peoria, Illinois: The Manual 
Arts Press, 1932. Forms W-l, W-2, W-5,
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the time available. It was ooneidered better to use these 
tests from an outside source than to have the teachers in the 
Tempo schools prepare their own tests, but it must be admitted 
that the Hunter Shop Tests leave room for much improvement in 
this special field.

Two difficulties arise in the gathering 
of data for the measurement of appreciation in art and music. 
First, there does not seem to be agreement among the teachers 
concerning the method for devising appreciation tests. There 
is even an evident tendency on the part of some teachers in 
these fields to discourage attempts to measure appreciation. 
Second, reliable tests in appreciation on the elementary 
school level are scarce; those that have been devised often 
do not receive the approval of the teachers in these chosen 
fields.

Jacob Kwalwaescr, who has worked in the
field of music measurement, questions the possibility of
objective measurement of appreciation. In hie volume
"Tests and Measurements la Music" he asks: "Can tests meas
ure appreciation? There are some traits that are difficult 
to measure. Among these are honesty, suggestibility, spirit
uality, and the like. Although very important in the life of 
an individual these characteristics defy successful objective 
measurement. It is true that music appreciation is difficult 
to measure, primarily, because of our inability to oralize 
it completely. Music appreciation is a very complex state, 
considered by some as basically emotional, and by others as 
essentially intellectual. It is not the intention of the 
author to shift the responsibility from the test builder to 
the musical aesthetioian, but until the nature of music 
appreciation is better understood, attempts to measure it 
will be more or less unsatisfactory. 1

1 - Jacob Kwalwasaer, Tests and Measurements in Music. Hew 
York: C. C. Birchard Co., 1927. Pages 46-47.
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Kwalwaaser has prepared an "appreciation"
teat* in M s  field "but its difficult nature bars it from prac
tical uae on the elementary school level. Its title casts 
doubts upon its measurement of appreciation. Moreover, 
Kwalwaaser concedes that the test more properly belongs among 
"knowledge" tests than among appreciation tests.

Mr. Louis Mohler attempted to measure 
orchestral appreciation. The test involved the playing of a 
number of records which listeners were asked to list in the 
order of merit of the various selections. The reliability 
ooeffioient of the test is ,58 and it appears that the number 
of oases was so low that the practical use of the test is

Pdoubtful, It has not been made available for classroom use#
The Courtis standard Research Tests3 are

arranged to measure the "Recognition of Characteristic.
Rhythms" and the "Recognition of Mood from Melody," In both
tests the pupils record their answers after having listened to
a designated list of musical selections. These tests, like
those mentioned heretofore, overlap the field of achievement
and their claim to measurement of appreciation is challenged
by Kwalwaaser. In his reference to them he says: "The two 
tests to be taken up next attempt to measure music appreoia- 1 2 3

1 - Jacob Kwalwassor, Kwalwaaser Test of Music Appreciation,
A Measure of Factual Knowledge for High Schools and Colleges. 
Iowa City, Iowa: Extension Division of State University of 
Iowa, 1926.
2 - K. R. Trabue, "Scales for Measuring Judgment of Orchestral 
Music," Educational Psychology, (December, 1923)#
3 - S. A. Courtis, The Courtis Standard Research Tests# Detroit, 
Michigan: 1807 East Grand Boulevard, 1914#
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tion by requiring the subject to associate experienoial facts 
with music, which is only remotely akin to the appreciative 
state.”1 * * :

In the field of elementary school music 
there are individual tests that attempt to measure sight
singing skill. As desirable as it may be to test musical 
accomplishment by individual tests the cost in time precludes 
their use where large groups of pupils are involved. An added 
factor of uncertainty arises in the use of individual tests in 
music. It is the lack of agreement among judges concerning 
the performance of pupils. Unless all individual tests are 
given by the same person the interpretation of pupils* accom
plishments into reliable scores may be seriously questioned. 
Where the same examiner gives and scores all individual tests 
the comparison of achievement may be considered valid. Again, 
the time factor practically prohibits this where large groups 
are to be tested.

From the practical standpoint, then, of 
time involved, the testing of achievement in musle can best 
be accomplished as in other subjects, namely, by group tests. 
The Ewalwasser-Ruoh Tests of Musical Accomplishment8 are 
designed to measure school music from the fourth to twelfth 
grades, inclusive. The authors state that the validity of 
their tests was checked with recommendations of the Music

1 - JacobKwalwasser, Tests and Measurements in Music. Mew 
York: C. C. Birchard Co., 1927, Page 98.
2 - Jacob Kwalwasser and G, M. Ruoh, Kwalwasser-Ruch Tests 
of Musical Accomplishment. Iowa City, Iowa: Extension 
Division of the State University of Iowa, 1924.
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Supervisors' National Conference made at the Fourteenth Annual 
Meeting in St, Joseph, Missouri, in 1921• Its validity was 
further checked with the courses of study in several of the 
larger cities of the United States, Dates of these courses are 
not mentioned. Reliability of the entire series of tests is 
given as ,97.

Another test in music achievement is the 
Providence Inventory Test in Music,^ In the opinion of music 
teachers and critics this test is the most practical for 
measurement of music in the public schools of Arizona. How
ever, after perusal of the above mentioned tests, it was 
decided not to attempt to measure either music appreciation 
or music accomplishment in the schools in this study. The 
lack of agreement in the content of music courses precluded 
the possibility of any fair basis of comparison among the 
schools.

In the fields of art appreciation and 
art achievement the testing devices are still inadequate for 
fairly measuring results. The available tests lean so 
strongly to measurement of aptitude that their practical 
value is worth very little for this study. Hence, in this 
special subject, as in music, the lack of fair, adequate, and 
reliable measuring rods made it impossible to make comparisons. 1

1 - R. D. Allen, Y/. H. Butterfield, and Margaret fully.
Providence Inventory Teat in Music. Tonkers-on-Hudson, New 
York: World Book Co., 1932,



CHAPTER V
TESTS IK PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE 

AND LIBRARY TECHNIQUE

In order to give a broader ploture and a 
more complete cross seetlon of the achievement in the schools 
in this study, it was considered desirable to measure as accu
rately as possible some of the subjects which are treated 
Informally, No regular formal classes are held in any of the 
schools either in parliamentary procedure or in library tech
nique, yet pupils gain a surprising amount of information 
about both of these topics* The knowledge they gain is prac
tically gathered informally, that is, indirectly from the 
classroom activities in other subjects, in home-room activi
ties, during library periods, student assemblies, and 
student councils* Formal classes in these subjects may come 
in the future but up to date the schedules of classes do not 
include them.

An examination of the testing material in 
these subjects disclosed that this was still a virgin field 
as far as tests on the elementary school level are concerned* 
A few tests in library technique were found but these were 
suitable only for the high school or collegiate levels.
There was even leas of testing material in the field of par
liamentary procedure*

Since these two subjects were considered
©1
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outstanding ones among the informal activities of the schools, 
the author decided to make and validate tests in these fields. 
However, in formulating questions and validating the tests it 
was felt that if the author alone built up the tests there 
would be a danger of stressing those points which had received 
most attention in his own school, whereas other equally 
important points, which other schools had stressed, might 
receive little if any attention.

Accordingly, he enlisted the aid and co
operation of Mrs, T. J. Cookson, former Assistant Librarian 
at the Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, Arizona, and 
Dr. R. K. Wyllys, Head of the Department of Social Studies, 
Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, Arizona. Mrs, Cookson, 
in collaboration with the author, worked out the questions 
and technique for the test in library technique. Dr. Wyllys 
collaborated in making the test in parliamentary procedure,
A brief discussion of the technique employed in validating 
these two tests will be given in the paragraphs following.

Before the preliminary draft of material 
was made for the questions in parliamentary procedure books 
on the subject were perused$ eeurses of study were examined 
to find out the content taught; experts in this field were 
consulted; advice was obtained from classroom teachers from 
the fourth through the eighth grades; constitutions of stu
dent councils were examined. From these sources the first 
questions were made up. After revision, rearrangement, and 
eliminations, the preliminary form of the test was mimeo-
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graphed. Thus the validity of the test received attention 
from the start, .

This mimeographed form was given during
the same week in five elementary schools in central Arizona,
The pupils in the Schools selected to take the tests were
average groups of seventh and eighth grade children. The
schools in which this first form was given were:

Adams School, Phoenix, Arizona 
Emerson School, Phoenix, Arizona 
Monroe Sohool, Phoenix, Arizona 
Madison School, Phoenix, Arizona 
Franklin Sohool, Mesa, Arizona

In these five sohoole 898 pupils took the 
test. The papers were scored and the percentage of pupils 
passing and failing on each question was tabulated by grades. 
This was done to ascertain if certain questions should be 
eliminated. No single question was answered by all of the 
pupils. One question was found that might be subject to crit
icism, This was Question Ho* 88 which was answered more fre
quently by the seventh grade than by the eighth grade. This 
would indicate that the question was a poor one and did not 
measure any information that a pupil might gain as he passed 
from the seventh to the eighth grade# Question No. 89 was not 
answered by any pupil in the seventh grade. This was retain
ed, however, for it is considered desirable to have a portion 
of a good test rather difficult for all pupils. This question 
evidently measures something for a number of eighth grade 
pupils answered it correctly. It is a challenge to seventh
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graders. It was retained because such a question trill meas
ure what the more advanced pupils know about the subject.

the odd and even questions. This gave the reliability coef
ficient of the half test. By the application of Spearman1a . 
Prophesy Formula for Reliability1 the reliability for the 
half test was stepped up to find the reliability for the 
entire test. The formula applied is as follows:

In this formula r& equals the reliability of half the test. 
After the application of Spearman* s formula the reliability 
of the entire test in parliamentary procedure was found to be 
.70. Since the reliability of the test was .70 It was consid
ered sufficiently reliable for use in this study.2 Even with 
a lower correlation, it would have been infinitely better than 
a test made up for the occasion but not subjected to the stand
ardizing prooess. A copy of the test follows this page.

questions in library technique by Mrs. T. J. Cookson and the 
author, the same means were used to check validity as was 
applied to the questions in parliamentary procedure. Books, 
courses of study, tests, were read} classroom teachers and 
librarians were consulted. After eliminations and rearrange-

1 - Henry Er. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education. 
New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1986. Page 271.
2 - G. M. Rush, The Objective or New-Type Examination. Hew 
York: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1989. Page 434.

The next step was a correlation between

In the preparation of the first list of
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NAME _______ ___  M T S
SCHOOL ___________ GRADE

TEST IN PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE 
SECTION A

If the statement is true, place a T in the space in the margin at left.
If the statement is false, place an F in the space in the 
margin.

1. A chairman never has a vote.
2. A chairman should stand while putting a question to a vote*
3. The secretary decides whether there shall be a vote on any 

question.
4* A "correction of the minutes" should be made at the time 

they are written by one in charge of them*
5, A chairman may be seated during a debate on a question.
6, Nominations must always be voted upon, the same as all 

questions*
SECTION B

Place a check mark in the left-hand margin opposite the correct answer,
7* A meeting is called to order by: 
a -Secretary, 
b - Chairman.
o - Treasurer.

8. A secretary1s notes should include:
a - A full account of all arguments upon each question voted upon.
b - The names of all persons belonging to the organization, 
o - A record of the votes on all questions, with a summary 

of the questions, :
9. A majority vote means a majority 
a - Of those present.
b - Of those who vote. 
o - Of all members of an organization.

10. When votes given ©rally seem to be evenly divided, a mem
ber may

a - Demand a count by an election board, 
b - Demand a secret vote.
o - Demand that the chairman call for a second vote and have 

it counted*
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lie A quorum is:
a - A sufficient number of persons present to transact busi

ness.
b - A majority of those present, 
o - All of the officers of an organization.

13. Before a question can be voted upon, it must be: 
a - Written down in the secretary's book, 
b - Discussed by favorable and unfavorable arguments, 
o - Seconded.

13. "Are you ready for the question?" refers to: 
a - Chairman1a action in calling for a vote.
b - An appeal from the ruling of the chairman, 
o - A report by a committee.

14. A motion to adjourn 
a - Is not debatable.
b - May be made while a member is speaking, 
o - May be made while votes are being taken.

SECTION C
Place the number in the left-hand margin that makes the cor

rect answer.
A person who substitutes for a chairman. 
A record of what was done at a meeting. 
A statement of work done by a special 

group.
Selection of a candidate for an office. 
A vote shown by all voters rising. 
Addition to, or changing of a motion.

15. Standing Vote.
16. Committee Report,
17. Minutes of a

Meeting.
18.,Acting Chairman.
19. Amendment.
20. Nomination.

SECTION D
Place the correct answer in the blank space.
21. A written account of the proceedings of a meeting are

kept by the ________ .
22. In case the president of an organization is unable to 

attend a meeting, his place is taken by the
23. A majority vote means per cent of all

votes oast.
24. A _ is a group of persons ohosen by the

meeting to do a special pieee of work.
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25. A is a proposal that a meeting shall
decide a question. ~

86. Before a person speaks in suoh a meeting, he must address 
the »

27. To know the number of persons present at a meeting, there 
must be held a *

88. A set of rules to limit or permit the notions of a meet
ing or organization is called a _____-

89. A request for action made to a meeting by a group of
persons in called a . •

30. A woman who is acting as chairman of a meeting should be 
addressed as ,
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ment the first form of the test contained one hundred ques
tions, This test was given in the same five schools in which 
the parliamentary procedure test was given, A total of 264 
pupils of average ability took the test. These were from the 
seventh and eighth grades.

All of the teat items were scored. Tables 
were prepared for each grade, showing the percentage which 
answered each question correctly. The test was then reduced 
to fifty questions before the revised form was ready for use. 
Questions were eliminated for the following reasonss (l)ques- 
tions not answered by any one in either grade, (2)questions 
answered more frequently by the seventh grade than by the 
eighth grade,.(3)questions answered by 97% or more of seventh- 
grade pupils and by 100% of eighth-grade pupils, (4)questions 
that overlapped on other questions In meaning, (5)questions 
that were manifestly too easy. The remaining fifty ques
tions were retained for use in a revised form of the test. A 
correlation was made of the odds against the even questions. 
This gave the reliability of half the test and this correla
tion was ,55. Using Spearman1s formula, as was used with the 
test in parliamentary procedure, the reliability for the 
entire test was found to be ,71.

The revised form of the test in library 
technique and the revised form of the test in parliamentary 
procedure were then used, together with the other tests 
listed in Table XV, Pages 69 and 70, for the measurement of
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achievement in the schools being considered. In establishing 
the reliability of these two tests the average groups in the 
five schools listed were considered typical representations 
of the school enrollment in Maricopa County and of the area 
used in this study. Their courses of study, teaching person
nel, school year, equipment, and various factors in the edu
cation of the pupils, present a fair cross section of seventh- 
grade and eighth-grade pupils of this section of Arizona, and 
for this reason, it is claimed, the method used in establish
ing the reliability of the tests is a defensible one,

A copy of the revised test in library
technique follows.
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NAME_______ DATE
SCHOOL_____________________________ GRADE

TEST IN LIBRARY TECHNIQUE 
SECTION A

If the statement is true, place a T in the left-hand margin, 
opposite the question.

If the statement is false, place an F in the left-hand margin, 
opposite the question.

1. An index to an encyclopaedia helps to find all the material
on one subject.

2. The cards in a card catalog are not arranged alphabetically.
3. To learn if a certain book is in the library one should 

consult the card catalog.
4. In the dictionary the pronunciation of a word is given 

after the definition.
5. A biographical dictionary will be found in the back of 

Webster* s New International Dictionary.
6. In Webster’s New International Dictionary the page is 

divided by a black line.
SECTION B

Place the letter, which stands for the correct answer, in the 
left-hand margin opposite the question.

7. The correct pronunciation of ^Paderewski" can ho found in 
(a) Current Events, (b) a dictionary, (c) the World 
Almanac.

8. To learn about raising rice in China one should consult 
(a) Who’s Who in America, (b) Popular Mechanics, (c) an 
encyclopaedia.

9. Names of prominent men living in the United States can be 
found in (a) the World Almanac, (b) Who’s Who in America,
(o) a dictionary.

10. To learn quickly the subject matter of a book, one 
should look at the (a) index, (b) contents, (o) preface. 11

11. The purpose for writing a book is found in the (a) 
preface, (b) appendix, (o) contents.
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12. The index to a book is usually planed in the (a) front* 
(b) bank, (e) middle.

13. An enoyolopaedia is arranged alphabetically by
(a) subjects, (b) phrases, (o) words.

14. The articles in an encyclopaedia compared with those in 
a dictionary are (a) shorter, (b) longer, (o) the same 
length.

15. Who’s Who in America when published contains only the 
names of prominent people who (a) died in the past year,
(b) were still living, (o) died ten years ago.

16. The name of the governor of any state can be found in 
(a) Who’s Who. in America, (b) the World Almanac,
(o) a dictionary.

17. A full biography of Thomas Edison can be found in
(a) an atlas, (b) the World Almanac, (o) an encyclopaedia.

18. To find the most recent figures on the population of any 
country one should consult (a) an encyclopaedia,
(b) a dictionary, (o) the World Almanac.

19. To find the author of "A horse! My Kingdom for a HoraelM 
one should consult (a) Saint Nicholas, (b) a book of 
quotations, (o) an encyclopaedia.

20. A list of the nSeven Wonders of the World" can be found 
in (a) an atlas, (b) the National Geographic, (o) an 
encyclopaedia.

21. To find the origin of the word "boycott" one should con
sult (a) an encyclopaedia, (b) a dictionary, (o) a book 
of quotations,

82. A diagram showing how an airplane is made can be found 
in (a) a dictionary, (b) an atlas, (o) the Radio News.

23, The names of the rulers of different countries of the 
world can be found in (a) Who’s Who in America, (b)
Nature Magazine, (o) the World Almanac.

84. To find a synonym for "hazy" one should consult (a) a 
dictionary, (b) an encyclopaedia, (c) a book of quo
tations.

25. The batting average of a famous baseball player for the 
last season can he found in (a) an encyclopaedia, (b) 
Who’s Who in America, (o) the World Almanac,
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26. The names of the colors of the rainbow oan he found In
(a) the World Almanac, (h) an atlas, (o) a dictionary,

27e The names of all the national monuments and parks In the 
United States oan be found in (a) the World Almanac,
(b) a dictionary, (e) Who*a Who in America,

28, The New Standard Dictionary olaoes foreign words and 
phrases in (a) the front, (b) the back, (o) the vocabu
lary.

29, The copyright date is usually found (a) in the back of 
the book, (b) in the table of contents, (e) on the back 
of the title page,

30. The New International Encyclopaedia keeps up to date by 
(a) year books, (b) new leaves, (o) revisions,

31, To find a complete list of books written by Mark Twain 
one should look in (a) Who’s Who in America, (b) the 
World Almanac, (a) an encyclopaedia,

32, For recent changes in the world map one should consult 
(a) the World Almanac, (b) a dictionary, (c) an atlas,

33. The parts of a compound word are separated by a (a) 
single or double hyphen, (b) colon, (o) seal-colon.

34. In Webster’s New International Dictionary abbreviations 
are found (a) above the black line, (b) below the black 
line, (o) in the back of the dictionary,

SECTION C
Place the word or words for the correct answer in the margin 

to the left.
35. When a book is Issued to a student the book is stamped

with the date ,
36, A book is said to be when it is kept

after the date stamped onthe date slip.
37, One should for all lost or damaged books,
38, The card catalog is the to all thexbooks

in the library, X x^
39, The catalog card that answers the question "who wrote the

book?" is called the card.
40, The catalog card that answers the question "what is the

name of the book?" is called the__________________ card.
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SECTION D
Place the letter that stands for the correct answer in the 
left-hand margin.
Information about the items below
41. Pronunciations
42. Articles on science
45. Correct spelling
44. Division of words-into 

syllables
45* Poetry
46. quotations
47. Capitalization of words
48. Irregular plurals
49. Prominent living persons
50. Foreign words

Can be found in:
A - St, Nicholas
B - Book of Quotations
C - Dictionary
D - Who's Who In America
E - Roget's Thesaurus of 

English.Words and 
Phrases

F - Encyclopaedia
G - Lives of the Presi

dents
H - Eastman's index to 

Fairy Tales, Myths, 
and Legends

I - American Girl
J - Granger's Index to 

Poetry and Recita
tions



CHAPTER VI 

THE TESTING PROGRAM 

Part 1

In this study the Intelligence tests and 
the Stanford Achievement Tests were given on November 29, 1932• 
Practically all of the children, whose scores were used, took 
the tests on this date. A few children, who were unable to 
take them at that time, took the tests during the early part 
of December. The number of children was so small and the 
time so close to November 29, 1932, that any changes in the 
raw intelligence scores were, for all practical purposes, not 
significant, and not sufficient to Invalidate the complete 
findings.

It was not possible to give the remaining 
achievement tests at the time, but all of them were completed 
before the middle of April, 1933, On February 20, 1933 the 
Sones-Harry High school Achievement Test was given to the 
Freshman class of the Teape Union High School. In March,
1933 Hill's Test in Civic Attitudes, the Engle-Stenquist Home 
Economica Test, Hunter's Shop Tests, and the Gates-Strang 
Health Knowledge Test were given. The library technique and 
parliamentary procedure tests were given in April, 1933*

On November 29, 1932 the tests were given 
94
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by students in the classes in "Measurements" conducted by Mr.
I. D. Payne and Dr. J, 0. Grimes at the Arizona State Teachers 
College, Tempo, Arizona. The scoriae and tabulation of results 
were done by the students under the direct supervision of these 
two professors. Each sheet was checked twice, that is, two 
students went over the scores of all tests given. The addi
tions and computation of achievement scores were checked a 
third time and every tenth score on the intelligence tests was, 
checked a third time by persons working under the author* s 
supervision.

Students in the class of Dr. Grimes gave 
and scored the Sones-Harry High School Achievement Test. Part 
of Hill’s Test in Civic Attitudes was given and scored by 
students under the supervision of Dr. Grimes, part was given 
by teachers in the Tempo Grammar School, and part was given 
by the author. The Engle-Stenquiat Home Economics Test was 
given and scored by Mrs. 1. E. Oakley of the Temps Grammar 
School, and by student teachers in the Arizona state Teachers 
College, Temps, Arizona. Hunter*s Shop Tests were given by 
Mr. F. R. Vihel of the Temps Grammar School and by instruc
tors in the Arizona State Teachers College at Tempo, and were 
scored by Mr. Vihel, The Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test 
was given by teachers in the Training School and in the Temps 
Grammar School. The library technique and parliamentary pro
cedure tests were given by the teachers in the various 
schools compared in this study. The Gates-Strang test, the
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library teehnique test and the parliamentary procedure test 
were scored by teacher# of the Tempo Grammar School working 
under the supervision of the writer*

Table XV,. Pages 69 and 70, includes a com
plete list of the tests given and the number of pupils in 
each school who actually took the tests*.

Tables X7I, mi,, and mil, which follow,
<: ‘ -

show the number of paired groups arranged by grades and schools*.

TABLE m
PAIRED GROUPS - OTAHFORD ACHIEVSM^T TESTS

Tempo
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale Total

Temp# Grammmr
4, 5, 6 74 66 61 61 95 347

Tempe oraamar 
7 , 8 67 50 S6 40 64 227

Training 
4, 5, 6 74 69 54 69 78 344

Training
7. 8 67 29 S6 36 55 211

TABLE XVII
PAIRED GROUPS -CIVIC ATTITUDES, HEALTH KNOWLEDGE* 

LIBRARY TECHNIQUE, AND PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE TESTS
Tempo
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehi Scottsdale Total

Tempo Grammar 
7, 8

43 22 17 34 49 165

Training 
7, 8 43 19 19 31 42 154
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PAIRED GROUPS OF GIRLS FOR BOISE ECONOMICS TEST
TABLE XVIII

Training
Tempo Grammar

7, 8 80

PAIRED GROUPS OF BOYS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TESTS
Training

Tempo Grammar
7. 8 S3

Tables XIX, XX, and XXI, which follow, 
show the percentages that the paired groups are of the total 
number of pupils who took the tests.

TABLE XIX
PERCENTAGES OF PUPILS PAIRED
FOR STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Tempo
Grammar Training Balsz Kyrene Lehl Scottsdale

Tempo Grammar 
4, 5, 6 73# 7S# 67# 72# 97#

Tempo Grammar 
7, 8 98# 57# 52# 70# 85#

Training 
4, 5, 6 73# 75# 67# 78# 76%
Training 
7, 8 92# 56# 53# 64# 78#
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PERCENTAGES OF PUPILS PAIRED
TABLE XX

Tempo
Grammar Training Balez I Lehi Scottsdale

Civic Attitudes
Tempo Grammar 

71 8 09* 41* 36* 59* 6SJC
Training 

7, 8 59fa ' 36* 40* 54* 5 0
Health Knowledge

Tempo Grammar 
7, 8

Training 
7, 8

Library Technique
Tempo Grammar 

7, 8 59* 42* 36* 61* 67*
Training 

7, 8 59* 35* 40* 53* 06*
Parliamentary Procedure

Tempo Grammar 
7, 8 59* 42* . 38* 61* 67*

Training 
7, 8 59* 35* 40* 53* 55*

TABLE XXI
PERCENTAGES OF GIRLS PAIRED FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEST

Training
Tempo Grammar 

7, 8 66*
PERCENTAGES OF BOYS PAIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TESTS

Training
Tempo Grammar 

7, 8 60*
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In the eases of Hill’s Test in Civic 
Attitudes, the Sngle»3tenquist Home Economies Test, the 
Hunter’s Shop Tests, the Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test, 
and the library technique and parliamentary procedure tests, 
the percentages of paired groups are somewhat lower than in 
the case of the Stanford Achievement Tests. First, this was 
due to absences on the dates these tests were given; second, 
it was due to removals of pupils from the schools between 
November 89, 1932, the date when the intelligence tests were 
given, and the dates later in the year when these achievement 
tests were given.

Tables mi, mil, and XXIV show the 
paired groups, the percentages of pupils paired, and enroll
ment for the tests given in the ninth grade of the Temps 
Union High School. These tables follow.

TABLE m i
PAIRED GROUPS FOR TESTS GIVEN IN THE 

NINTH GRADE OF THE TEMPI UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Teape Grammar

Graduates
Training school

Graduates
Graduates of 

Other Schools
Tempo Grammar 

Graduates
Training School 

Graduates 18

18 14 . 

14
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PERCENTAGES OF PUPILS PAIRED FOR TESTS GIVEN 
IN THE NINTH GRADE OF THE TEMPS UNION HIGH SCHOOL

TABLE XXIII

Sones-Harry, Civic Attitudes, Library Teohnique, 
and Parliamentary Procedure Tests

Tempo Grammar 
Graduates

Training School 
Graduates

Graduates of 
Other Schools

Tempo Grammar
Graduates 68% 61%

Training School
Graduates 68% 60%

TABLE XXIV
ENROmCBST FOR TESTS GIVEN IN THE 

NINTH GRADE OF THE TEMP: 
UNION HIGH SCHOOL

Tampa Grammar Graduates 
Training School Graduates 
Graduates of other Schools

86
8780

Table XXV, which follows, shows the enroll
ment by school and race of the pupils tested# The figures in 
this table are for pupils who actually took the intelligence 
tests on November 29, 1952# Pairing of groups was based upon 
the pupils included in this table# The actual enrollment in 
each school on the above date may have varied slightly, due to 
absences and other causes#

TABLE XXV
ENROLLMENT IN GRADES 4-8 INCLUSIVE

Whites Mexicans Japanese Totals
Tempo Grammar Training

137 34 171
93 85 178

Bales 94 14 108
Xyrene 74 7 81
Lehi 94 11 8 113
Scottsdale 167 7 174
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In making a survey of achievement la 
schools for comparative purposes it is necessary that the 
sampling of work accomplished be adequate* In this study all 
of the children in grades four to eight, Inclusive, present on 
November 29, 1932 were tested. An examination of Table XIX, 
Page 97, showing the percentages paired, indicates that the 
sampling was adequate* In the ease of the paired groups in 
the ninth grade of the Temp# Union High School these groups 
aro not large* However, this part of the survey, as limited 
as it may be in relation to the entire high~sehool population, 
is presented as an indication of achievement by pupils from 
the three groups studied* During the freshman year three- 
fourths of the studies are prescribed for all pupils; henoe, 
to this extent, all of the ninth grade pupils had the same 
advantage in preparation for the test* Two qualifications 
must be made, however, which may make the preparation of 
these pupils unlike in character• First, one-half of the 
freshman take general science one semester and civics the 
second semester. The courses are reversed for the other half 
of the class* Therefore, when the test was given on February 
29th it is true that a portion of the class had received one 
complete semester of training in general science and about 
one month in civics, while the other had received one complete 
semester in civics and one month in general science. Second, 
each pupil pursued one elective during the freshman year and 
in this particular the pupils had dissimilar preparation for
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the Sones-Harry test. With these admitted inequalities in 
preparation, the results from this high school achievement 
test are offered as an indication of what pupils, paired on 
the basis of raw intelligence, accomplish in high school. It 
was not within the province of this study to inquire at great
er length into the accomplishment of these three groups in high 
school, but there is here suggested a problem worthy of future 
research and investigation#

Table XXVI, Page 103, is a sample of the 
procedure used throughout this study in finding the averages, 
standard deviations^ and chances of significant differences be
tween the groups. All formulae used are taken from Garrett1s 
"Statistics in Psychology and Education."!

Table XXVII, Page 104, shows the formulae 
used in finding significant differences#

The rather lengthy statistical procedures 
were worked out by groups of teachers from the Tempo Grammar 
School, by Mrs, T. J, Cookson, and by Mrs, 0, B, Wivel, work
ing under the supervision of the author. Much of the work was 
accomplished by persons working in pairs. Tables were used 
throughout the study for finding squares of numbers and for 
finding square r o o t s E v e r y  operation was checked at least 
three times, Garrett's table was used for finding the

1 - tienry li, Garrett, statistics in Psychology and Education, 
Hew York: Longmans, Green and Go#, 1920. Passim.
2 - Robert Lee Morton, Laboratory Exercises in Educational 
Statistics, Hew York; Silver, Burdett and Co,, 1928, Pages 
vi-xv.
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TABLE XXVI
PARAGRAPH MEANING - SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

TEMPE GRAMMAR BALSZ

120-184
115-119
110-114
105-109
100-104
95-99
90-9485-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44

-6 146

r  ■ 888

r  are* 15,515 * 15,315 - 2,796

D " 1,55 • *386 * 65 chamoea(fHif



FORMULAE USED IN FINDING SIGIIIFIGAITT DIFFERENCES 

GA * Guessed Average 

e »£FD

C » o x Length of Step 
AVE » GA + C

1©4

TABLE XXVTI

<r (diff •) ever#!) +<r{ aver.8)

D * "Means that the chances are" so many in a hundred<r (diff.) "that the true difference (the difference between
the true measures) is greater than zero."1

1 - Henry E. Garrett, statistics in Psychology and Education. 
Hew York: Longmans, Green and C@.r 1986. Paamlm,

<r (aver.) * ^(dis.)
J*
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number of ohanoee In 100 of a true differenoe#* Original 
tables for division and multiplication purposes were prepared 
by persons working on the study.

Figure No, 5, Page 106, is a map showing 
the location of the school districts included in this survey. 
This information is presented to show that the near-by 
schools, included for comparative purposes, are an adequate 
sampling of the school population in the territory contiguous 
to the Temp# schools.

Part 2
Tables XXVIII to LI, shown on pages 114 

to 127, present the condensed results of pairing pupils in the 
various schools. Two choices were open in selecting paired 
groups. One was to increase the number of pupils paired by 
allowing a wide difference between the averages of the groups, 
while at the same time keeping the difference less than three 
times the sigma of the difference. This would have permitted 
the use of a higher percentage of all pupils in the paired 
groups. Another method was to keep the averages of the paired 
groups substantially the same. This method makes the ohanoee 
of a true difference very slight. In other words, the groups 
are paired as closely as It is practical to pair them. The 
second method was used in this study, while the percentages 
of paired pupils are lower than they might have been, the

1 - HenryE. Garrett, statistics in Psychology and Education, 
New York: Longmans, Green and Co,, 1926. Page 154.
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groups are subject to less criticism ‘because they are more 
closely paired.

Page 103 is a sample page showing complete 
operations for finding the difference in achievement in para
graph meaning between the seventh and eighth grades of the 
Bales School and of the Tempo Grammar School, This is the 
identical procedure that was followed in ascertaining the dif
ferences, by statistical procedure, between all the groups of 
pupils paired, A page similar to page 103 was worked out for 
the averages, standard deviations, and chances in 100 of a 
true difference, for each group paired in each subject. The 
results of these comparisons are shown in the tables on pages 
114 to 127, inclusive.

On page 104 the complete formulae as used 1
by Garrett in his text are presented, Bcsults found by the 
application of the formula D are found in decimal form. 
These decimal answers are interpreted as "Chances in 100 of 
true difference in favor ofj” the final results appear as the 
last columns in the Tables XXYIXI to II, on pages 114 to 127,

In the sample figures shown on page 103 
the final result indicates that there are 65 chances "in a hun
dred that the true difference (the difference between the true

■ ' t ■
measures) is greater than sere," Stated another way this 
means that there are 15 chances more than an even break that 
the Tempo Grammar School has a higher average than the Baloz

1 - Ibid., Pages 53, 134, 145-146,
2 - Ibid,, Page 134.



School In paragraph meaning? or, it may he stated that there
are 65 chances in a hundred of a true difference being higher 
for the Tempo Grammar School and 35 chances in a hundred of a 
true difference being higher for the Balsa School.

When the chances of a true difference being 
greater than zero are 50, 51, 52, or any figure up to 60, it is 
evident that the chances of true differences between the aver
ages of the groups are insignificant. Throughout the tables 
beginning on page 114, it will be observed that the chances of 
true difference in raw intelligence are always close to 50; 
this means that the groups are closely paired in raw intelli
gence.

In this study it has been assumed that when 
the difference between two averages divided by the standard 
deviation of the difference equals 2.70, the ohanoes of a true 
difference are 100 in 100.1 when the ohanoes of a true differ
ence are 100 in 100 they are considered as significant differ
ences. Throughout the results presented it has been assumed 
that any difference less than 100 was not a significant differ
ence. In doing this it is assumed that less than 100 ohanoes 
in 100 of a true difference are not conclusive evidence that 
a difference exists which materially favors either one group 
or the other. It must be admitted that this assumption 
rather arbitrarily sets a point where significant differences 
are said to begin for this point does not include all of the

108

1 - Ibid., Page 134.
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oases in any distribution* It is taken as one definite point 
which includes most of the oases used in each comparison but 
it must bo conceded there are other eases, gradually decreasing 
in number, and beyond the arbitrary point adopted by Garrett* 
Justification for setting up arbitrarily 8*7 as the point where 
there are said to be 100 chances in 100 of a true difference 
may be seen by an examination of Garrett*s table* showing the 
use of x * In this table it will be noted that when x equals

<r tr

2.7 there are included 49*6 cases on either side of the mean. 
Twice 49*6 cases will include over 99 cases in 100 of all 
oases involved. For practical purposes this has been consid
ered as significant of a real difference between the averages 
of two paired groups.

In the seventh and eighth grades of the 
Training School and the Tempo Grammar School there is a sig
nificant difference in language usage. The difference is in 
favor of the Tempo Grammar School and it Is very likely due to 
greater emphasis and drill on this formal subject*

When the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
of the Tempo Grammar School and Scottsdale are paired there 
are significant differences, showing Scottsdale with a higher 
score in both geography and average arithmetic*

There is a significant difference between 
the seventh and eighth grades of the Training School and the 
Balsa School in physiology and hygiene. Balsa has the higher

1 - Ibid., Page 91. :
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score*
In the seventh and eighth grades of the 

Training School and the Lehl School there is a significant dif
ference in favor of Lehi in language usage. An examination of 
the schedules showed that there was probably too much time 
devoted to this formal subject* The scores and results support 
this view. Schedules at Lehi have already been readjusted to 
take part of the time away from formal subjects. In arithmetic 
computation and average arithmetic there are significant dif
ferences, with Lehi having the higher scores. This is another 
instance where excess time and effort evidently have been plac
ed on arithmetic.

In the comparison of seventh-grade and 
eighth-grade scores of the Training School and of the Scotts
dale School there are significant differences in favor of 
Scottsdale in geography, physiology and hygiene, arithmetic 
computation, average arithmetic, and average seore. There is 
one factor that probably favors Scottsdale in this comparison.
It is true that the enrollment of pupils in the Scottsdale 
School does include Mexicans, but the percentage is much lower 
than in the Training School* There are two elementary schools 
in Scottsdale and it seems that the few Mexican pupils who are 
included in this study tend to be more of a selected group 
than those in the Training School. Even though the pairing 
was done carefully and closely on the basis of raw intelligence, 
there is probably a racial factor that favors Scottsdale.
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In the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of 
the Training School and the Scottsdale School there are signif
icant differences in arithmetic computation and average arith
metic, Scottsdale having the higher scores. Again, drill 
probably plays a strong part here*

At a glance it is evident that the signif
icant differences in achievement in the Stanford Achievement 
Test scores are relatively low between all of the paired groups* 
In only one instance, namely, the comparison between the Train
ing School and the Scottsdale School, is there a significant 
difference in the average score*

In the special achievement tests the great
est differences are in the test in parliamentary procedure•
The Tempo Grammar School has a significant difference in this 
subject over the Training School, Balsz, Kyrene, Lehl, and 
Scottsdale, and the Training School has a significant difference 
in the same subject over Scottsdale* This test is one of the 
shortest used and its reliability probably should bo improved* 
Moreover, since the differences favor the Tempo Grammar School 
and the Training School, it is likely true that more emphasis 
is placed on parliamentary procedure in these two schools than ■ 
in the others* While the instruction comes in an informal way, 
it is the attention given to home-room activities, student 
councils, and student participation in assemblies, which prob
ably accounts for a higher showing of the Tempo schools in 
parliamentary procedure#
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Th@ epooial tests are all limited to the 
seventh and eighth grades* In library technique and parliamen
tary procedure there are significant differences between the 
Tempo Grammar School and She Training School, with the Tempo 
Grammar School having the higher scores* In library facili
ties the Training School has an advantage as far as pupils of 
the Campus Building are concerned* The limited opportunities 
for the Mexican pupils probably is a contributing factor to 
their disadvantage as shewn in the final scores*

In the case of achievement in the ninth 
grade of the Tempo Union High School, the same general tendency 
holds as is evident in the other schools* There are no signif
icant differences between the achievement of graduates from the 
Tempe Grammar School and the achievement of graduates from the 
Training School* Neither are there any significant differences 
between the achievement of graduates from the Tempe Grammar 
School and of graduates from the other schools, except the 
Training school• In parliamentary procedure there is a sign!f* 
leant difference in favor of the Training.School in the ease 
of the comparison between the graduates of the Training School 
and the graduates of the other schools, except Tempe Grammar 
School*

The graduates of other schools have scores 
higher than the Tempo Grammar School and the Training School 
in the comparisons made in most subjects except library tech
nique and parliamentary procedure# In these two subjests the



Teatpe Grammar School and the Training School hare higher 
scores• This coincides with a tendency shown in the scores 
of the elementary school pupils.
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TABLE XXVIII

SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH* FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Tempe Grammar Training Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligeno© :84.79 23*78 85.06 24*05 52 Tr.
Paragraph jTeaning % 59.86 18.63 64.59 17.95 94 Tr.
Word Meaning 61.89 17.00 63.98 18.15 76 Tr.
Average Reading 61.28 16.54 64.25 17.27 85 Tr.
Dictation 56.49 15.00 60.07 12.50 94 Tr*Language Usage 64.59 24.12 63.31 25.95 80 T.G.Literature 58.71 19.20 63.11 24.02 89 Tr.
History and Civics 56.49 1S.01 59.32 18.86 82 Tr.Geography 61.55 14.60 65.14 20.75 88 Tr.
Physiology and Hygiene 60.00 16.32 59.25 20.19 60 T.G.Arithmetic Reasoning 80.81 15.62 62.16 16.69 69 Tr.
Arithmetic Computation 87.16 15.53 85.4? 15.68 74 T.G.Average Arithmetic 64.32 14.15 64.32 14.?4 50Average Score 80.81 13.73 SS.fO 15.60 78 Tr.

TABLE XXIX
- SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Tempe Grammar Training Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 71.09 23.56 71.09 23.56 0
Paragraph Meaning 83.70 14.78 82.07 14.88 70 T.G.
Word Meaning 83.36 15.19 79.89 13.93 87 T.G.
Average Reading 83.59 13.26 80.76 14.03 84 T.G.
Dictation 84.89 9.71 78.59 14.59 99 T.G.
Language Usage 88.69 13.71 80.11 15.63 100 T.G.
Literature 77.39 15.58 79.02 18.58 6? Tr.
History and Civics 79.02 16.64 78.69 10.59 •54 T.G.
Geography 90.10 13.86 86.84 18.10 83 T.G.
Physiology and Hygiene 83.36 10.58 77.93 13.94 98 T.G.
Arithmetic Reasoning 83.36 13.52 77.61 14.42 98 T.G.
Arithmetic Computation 98.39 14.61 85.54 15.54 99 T.G.
Average Arithmetic 88.15 12.75 82.28 15.17 98 T.G.
Average score 85.00 10.14 80.65 11.55 97 T.G.
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TABLE XXX

3C0BBS OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Tempo (Grammar Balsa Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 82*35 22.71 82.50 22.54 51 Balsa
Paragraph Meaning 61.14 17.78 65.76 14.15 95 Balsa
Tford Meaning 60.91 16.24 64.16 15.91 87 Balsa
Average Reading 61.44 16.10 65.68 14,52 94 Balsa
Dictation 55.38 14.85 61.36 12.39 99 Balsa
Language Usage 61.74 23.68 65.15 18.28 83 Balsa
Literature 57*95 20.59 55.23 21.86 77 T.G.
History and civics 55.68 m.m" 59.09 17.19 86 Balsa
Geography 61.44 13.91 61.89 17.61 56 Balsa
Physiology and Hygiene 59.24 15.18 59.70 18.60 56 Balsa
Arithmetic Reasoning 60.15 14.64 63.86 15.41 92 Balsa
Arithmetic Computation 68.33 14.21 65.60 13.16 87 T.G.
Average Arithmetic 64.54 12.96 64.77 13»*0 54 BalsaAverage Score 60.30 13.17 62.35 12.33 82 Balsa

TABLE XXXI
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Tempo Grammar Balsa Chances in 
100 of true 
difference
in favor ofAVE SD . AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 82.66 24.64 82.83 24.08 51 Balsa
Paragraph Meaning 90.17 15.31 91.50 10.98 65 Balsa
Word Meaning 89.17 14.33 91.00 11.62 70 Balsa
Average Reading 90.00 14.09 90.83 10.87 60 Balsa
Dictation 85.83 10.35 85.33 7.38 58 T.G.
Language Usage 93.33 13.23 93.16 13.08 51 T.G.
Literature 82.50 17.55 82.17 16.52 52 T.G.
History and Civics 83.33 17.03 84.67 14.18 63 Balsa
Geography 94.16 14.51 97.50 15.22 80 Balsa
physiology and Hygiene 85.50 11.22 98.85 9.95 99 Balsa
Arithmetic Reasoning 88.16 10.68 90.83 10.82 83 Balsa
Arithmetic Computation 92.83 15.59 90.83 13.68 70 T.G.
Average Arithmetic 92.35 10.44 91.33 10.77 64 T.G.
Average Score 89.33 9.35 90.17 9.19 64 Balsa
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. TABLE XXXII
moms OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Tempo (Grammar Kyrene Chances in - 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofATE SD ATE m

Raw Intelligence 85.38 23.71 83.77 25.51 53 Kyrene
Paragraph Meaning 59.95 18.05 60.64 15.43 58 Kyrene
Word Meaning 60.93 15.85 58.58 16.63 77 T.G.
Average Reading 60.74 15.86 59.85 15.72 61 T.G,
Dictation 54.66 14.11 57.99 14.72 87 Kyrene
Language Usage 63.38 24.56 66.81 18.52 79 Kyrene
Literature 60.04 19.68 62.40 19.21 73 Kyrene
History and Civics 53.97 18.31 60.15 15.63 96 Kyrene
Geography 61.23 15.85 63.57 14.86 79 Kyrene
Physiology and Hygiene SS.S6 15.83 62.01 15.61 80 Kyrene
Arithmetic Reasoning 61.03 14.99 67.21 is.se 99 Kyrene
Arithmetic Computation 66.32 12.97 67.89 16.30 71 Kyrene
Average Arithmetic 63.97 12.61 67.99 12.57 94 Kyrene
Average Score 59.95 12.61 61.62 12.59 75 Kyrene

TABLE XXXIII
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Tempo Grammar Kyrene Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofATE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 67.31 22.53 68.46 20.24 57 Kyrene
Paragraph Meaning 82.31 15.65 84.42 12.17 70 Kyrene
Word Meaning 82.69 13.33 77.88 12.55 61 T.G.
Average Reading 83.07 12.73 81.15 12.13 71 T.G.
Dictation 81.55 10.28 79.42 8.88 79 T.G.
Language Usage 85.19 17.16 85.38 12.64 51 Kyrene
Literature 75.96 11.91 73.07 16.01 77 T.G.
History and Civics 77.69 17.29 75.77 18,02 65 T.G.
Geography 88.26 15.61 80.96 13.50 96 T.G.
Physiology and Hygiene 80.19 10.11 81.15 11.73 62 Kyrene
Arithmetic Reasoning 83.27 16.60 01.92 12.11 64 T.G.
Arithmetic Computation 93.46 14.87 85.57 15.57 97 T.G.
Average Arithmetic 88.84 13.76 84.23 13.00 89 T.G.
Average Score 83.26 10.71 80.57 9.51 83 T.G.



TABLE XXXIV
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH MID SIXTH GRADES

Tempo (Grammar Lehi Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAfl SD AVE ■ m

Raw Intelligence 80.20 22.78 81.60 21.98 63 Lehi
Paragraph Meaning 58.98 17.75 65.15 15.48 92 Lehi
Word Meaning 59.95 15.19 60.86 12.98 64 Lehi
Average Reading 59.80 15.24 62.25 13.35 ‘ 85 Lehi
Bletmtion 56.43 13.94 60.29 15.74 95 Lehi
Language Usage 65.86 19.26 65.70 19*91 51 T.G*
Literature 59.13 19.58 54*79 19.99 88 ■ ?*G.
History and Civics 54.79 If .31 55.94 15.64 65 Lehi
Geography 61.35 13.16 63 <07 12.48 w ■ Lehi
Physiology and Hygiene 58.81 16.26 63.98 16.50 96 w a
Arithmetic Reasoning 59*46 14.60 64.13 15.72 96 Lehi
Arithmetic Computation 67.33 13.64 70.86 18.19 88 Lehi
Average Arithmetic 63.89 12.80 68.23 15.38 96 Lehi
Average Score |59.71 12.59 62.34 12.77 87 Lehi

TABLE XXXV
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Tempo <grammar Lehi Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE • SD

Raw Intelligence 70.62 22.29 70.37 22.35 52 T.G.
Paragraph Meaning 84*25 13.39 82.75 12.69 69 T.G.
Word Meaning 81.75 13.85 82.00 13.31 53 Lehi
Average Reading 83.25 12.07 82.75 12.19 57 T.G.
Dictation 84*50 10.53 83.50 10.61 65 T.G.
Language Usage 86.87 10.67 90.50 15.03 89 Lehi
Literature 77*37 15.43 81.87 17.39 88 Lehi
History and Civic# 79.50 16.98 76.62 15.44 79 T.G.
Geography 89.75 14.22 91.25 15.88 66 Lehi
Physiology and Hygiene 82.37 9.90 84.62 12.24 82 Lehi
Arithmetic Reasoning 84.87 13.60 84.62 12.39 05 T.G.
Arithmetic Computation 97*25 13.27 98.25 12.96 65 Lehi
Average Arithmetic 91.37 12.47 9S.00 10.88 59 Lehi
Average Score 85.25 9*93 85.75 9.97 58 Lehi
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TABLE XXXVI
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Tempo Grammar Scottsdale Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAYE SD ATE SD

Raw Intelligence 88.92 23.69 87.39 23.74 66 T.G.
Paragraph Meaning 63.28 18,27 65.97 16.60 85 s.Word Meaning 64.24 16.17 65.18 16.99 65
Average Reading 64.13 16.87 65.65 16,52 . 74 s. .
Dictation 58.34 14.62 62.39 14.03 97 s*
Language Usage 66.24 23.76 68.71 20.96 ff -S.
literature 61.24 20.60 57.24 23.49 ; m T.G.
Mstory and Civics 56.45 19.74 62.39 20.39 98 S.
Geography 64.23 15.47 70.97 17.96 100 s* ■
Physiology and Hygiene 61.97 15.95 61.55 18.96 m- T.G.
Arithmetic Reasoning 62.03 15.21 68.18 16.36 m S.
Arithmetic Computation 68.65 15.50 74.18 18.06 m ■ s.
Average Arithmetic 65.71 13.76 71.86 15.49 100 si
Average Score 62.65 15.71 65.81 14.52 93 s. .

TABLE XXXVII
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Tempo Grammar Scottsdale Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 76.95 27.27 77.34 28.03 53 s« . •
Paragraph Meaning 86.72 16.23 88.75 11.85 79 s.
Word Meaning 85.00 16.40 87.11 12.53 79 3*. •
Average Reading 86.09 15.01 88.28 11.36 @2 S. -
Dictation 86.09 10.13 86.09 9.58 0
Language Usage 88.67 15.12 88.28 13.41 56 T.G.
Literature 79.69 16.27 78.12 18.38 m T.G.
History and Civics 83.05 16.10 82.66 m .43 50 T.G.
Geography 92.03 16.14 97.03 15.20 96 ' 8* ■ ■ .
Physiology and Hygiene 84.61 10.81 86.56 12.43 83 s.
Arithmetic Reasoning 86.41 12.88 86.02 11.78 57 T.G.
Arithmetic Computation 95.47 16.17 97.81 12.14 83 S.
Average Arithmetic 91.41 13.06 92.19 10.26 65 S.
Average Score 86.87 11.02 89.04 10.08 74 s.
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TABLE XXXYIII
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

•

Training Balsa Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAYE SD AYE SD

Raw Intelligence 77.86 24.58 78.22 24.33 53 Balsa
Paragraph Meaning 58.59 17.33 64.38 15.44 98 Balsa
Word Meaning 59.46 16.57 63.15 16.65 90 Balsa
Average Reading 59.02 16.15 64.31 15.01 98 Balsa
Dictation 56.70 13.28 60.83 12.58 97 Balsa
Language Usage 58.36 22.52 62.14 19.07 85 Balsa
Literature 58.15 22.21 52.50 21.95 93 Tr.
History and Civics 55.47 20.13 55.69 18.88 52 Balsa
Geography 59.45 19.28 60.25 17.62 60 Balsa
Physiology and Hygiene 54.67 19.30 m*m 20.01 Of Balsa
Arithmetic Reasoning 57.86 18.53 62.64 16.28 94 Balsa
Arithmetic Computation 61.20 13.90 64.38 13.91 SI Balsa
Average Arithmetic 60.11 14.73 63.44 14.50 91 Balsa
Average Score 58.15 14.49 60.10 13.15 80 Balsa

TABLE XXXIX
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CmADBS

Training Balsa Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAYE 3D AYE SD

Raw Intelligence 82.33 23.28 82.50 23.11 51 Balsa
Paragraph Meaning 88.70 12-22 91.47 11.17 82 Balsa
Word Meaning 85.78 14.34 90.60 11.17 93 Balsa
Average Reading 87.50 12.03 90.60 10.12 85 Balsa
Dictation 82.16 13.64 85.95 8.52 09 Balsa
Language Usage 85.43 14.94 92.16 12.52 97 Balsa
Literature 86.81 9.53 81.81 16.12 93 Tr.
History and Civics 81.12 13.38 84.74 14.77 84 Balsa
Geography 91.63 13.39 97.67 15.67 94 Balsa
Physiology and Hygiene 83.18 11.42 92.16 9.90 100 Balsa
Arithmetic Reasoning 84.56 10.38 90.94 11.30 99 Balsa
Arithmetic Computation 91.12 12.24 91.01 14.12 m Balsa
Average Arithmetic 88.70 10.05 91.98 11.32 87 Balsa
Average Score 85.78 8.53 89.91 9.34 96 Balsa
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TABLE XL
SCORES OF PAIRED OROOPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Training Kyrene Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD ATE SD

Raw Intelligence 81.27 25.36 81.56 25.64 52 Kyrene
Paragraph Meaning 63.44 16.99 59.39 16.40 89 Tr.
Word Meaning 62.59 17.41 57*59 17.05 93 Tr.
Average Reading 62.87 16.33 58.82 16.28 90 Tr.
Dietation 59.10 12.04 56.84 15.60 80 Tr.
Language Usage 63.16 24.49 66.08 18.48 75 Kyrene
Literature 63.63 22.70 6 i * m 19.88 72 Tr. -
History and Clvies 59.95 20.06 59.29 16.19 if Tr.
Geography 65.05 19.96 62*50 15.75 77 Tr.
Physiology and Hygiene 61.37 19.89 61*3# 16.00 O'
Arithmetic Reasoning 60.33 18.28 65.05 15.55 93 Kyrene
Arithmetic Computation 63.34 14.94 66.65 16.33 86 Kyrene
Average Arithmetic 62*41 16*21 66*37 14*52 91 Kyrene
Average Score 62*31 14.95 61*37 13.82 65 Tr*

TABLE XLI.
SCORES OF PAIRS) GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Training Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD : ATS SD

Raw Intelligence 68.26 20.13 68.46 20.24 51 Kyrene
Paragraph Meaning 82.69 11.55 85.58 11.93 82 Kyrene
Word Meaning 77.31 11.72 79.23 12.70 72 Kyrene
Average Reading 80.00 10.94 82.50 11.92 78 Kyrene
Dictation 75.38 13.02 80.00 8.57 93 Kyrene
Language Usage 81.92 12.50 86.35 13.32 89 Kyrene
Literature 78.65 15.70 73.65 16.24 87 Tr. -
History and Civics 78.26 10.71 76.15 17.84 69 Tr.
Geography 85.57 14.94 81.35 13.39 85 Tr .
Physiology and Hygiene 79.81 12.34 81.73 11.65 72 Kyrene
Arithmetic Reasoning 79.42 11.35 83.46 12.71 89 Kyrene
Arithmetic Computation 85.58 16.11 87.30 16*49 65 Kyrene
Average Arithmetic 83.08 13.46 85.76 13.86 76 Kyrene
Average Score 80.77 9.39 81.34 9.63 58 Kyrene
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TABLE XLII
SCORto or PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Training Lehl Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 78*30 23.19 78.30 23.05 0
Paragraph Meaning 60.83 16,59 61,32 15.74 56 Lehl
Uord Meaning 60.96 14.38 58.89 13*66 81 Tr*
Average Reading 61.03 14.45 60,37 13*88 *1 Tr.
Dictation 57*94 12,79 58.01 16.87 51 Lehl
Language Usage 60.07 23.67 63.68 20.13 83 Lehl.
Literature 58,53 24.06 52.94 20.12 93 Tr.
History and Civics 55.88 20.60 55,44 15.44 55 Tr.
Geography 60.51 21.38 61.69 12.73 SS Lehl
Physiology and Hygiene 58*58 17,73 63.60 15.26 96 Lehl
Arithmetic Reasoning 58.46* 18.90 61.91 16.74 86 lehl
Arithmetic Computation 61.25 16.16 *8.19 16.10 100 Lehl
Average Arithmetic *0.3? 16.45 66.10 16.22 98 Lehl
Average score 59.19 15.01 *0.6* 13.11 73 Lehl

TABLE XLIII
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Training Lohi Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofAVE 3D AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 70.83 23.65 70.41 23.55 52 Tr.
Paragraph Meaning 83.47 13.83 81.94 12.89 68 Tr.
Word Meaning 81.25 13.46 81.11 13.56 31 Tr.
Average Reading 82.30 13.07 82.08 12.65 55 Tr.
Dictation 77,50 15.94 84.02 10.91 98 Lehi
Language Usage 78.89 17.34 90.42 15.82 100 Lehl
Literature 78.61 18.78 80.69 17.84 68 Lehi
History and Civics 77.22 12.24 75.83 15.89 S3 Tr.
Geography 86.38 16.79 90.14 15.87 84 Lehi
Physiology and Hygiene 79.17 14.38 84.72 12.55 96 Lehi
Arithmetic Reasoning 78.47 14.4? 84.58 12.54 97 Lehi
Arithmetic Computation 85.00 15.47 99.30 12.75 100 Lehl
Average Arithmetic 82.77 14.28 92.50 10.92 100 Lehi
Average Score 80.97 10.98 85.56 10.49 96 Lehi
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TABLE XLIV
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES

Training Scottsdale Chances in 
100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofATE SD . ATE SD

Raw Intelligence 83.46 21.97 83.78 22.70 53 3. ^
paragraph Meaning 63.59 16.24 64,68 15.37 66 s.
Word Meaning 65.39 16.71 63.52 15.36 58 s..
Average Reading 63.46 15.77 64.49 15.19 65 s. .
Dictation 60.13 11.70 61.88 14,14 69 S.
Language Usage 61.86 24.14 68.53 21.54 96 8*
Literature 60.45 23,58 55.71 24.09 89 Tr.
History and Civics 56.65 1#«*0 60.38 19.84 71 S. .
Geography 63.46 20.00 68 65 18.97 95 8,
Physiology and Hygiene 8V. 50 19.33 09.36 19.15 73 8*
Arithmetic Reasoning 61.54 15.73 66.98 16 .79 98 S*
Arithmetic Computation 65.00 15.37 73.01 17.20 100 3.
Average Arithmetic 63.65 14.00 70.64 15.08 100 S*
Average score 61.60 14.42 64.03 14v30 85 s.

TABLE XLV
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Training Scottsdale Chances in 
100 of true 
difference
in favor ofATE 3D ATE SD

Raw Intelligence 75.80 26.89 75.70 26.46 50 Tr.
Paragraph Meaning 85.72 14.20 88.06 11.84 96 S. .
Word Meaning 80.52 14.96 .85.33 11.63 97 3#
Average Reading 82.31 13.97 87.12 10.85 98 S.
Dictation 79.10 14.62 85.04 9.49 99 8#
Language Usage 81.46 16.55 88.72 13.52 99 s.
Literature 81.37 15.86 78.35 17.42 84 Tr.
History and Civics 76.37 13.48 81.56 19.80 94 S.
Geography 87.78 15.79 95.99 14.87 100 S.
Physiology and Hygiene 78.25 15.15 86.65 12.31 100 S.
Arithmetic Reasoning 79.76 14.18 86.65 13.27 99 8.
Arithmetic Computation 87.31 16.07 97.22 12.93 100 S.
Average Arithmetic 84.39 14.51 92.31 11.28 100 s.
Average Score 81.65 11.60 87.50 10.32 100 S.
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TABLE XLVI

SPECIAL TESTS
Tempo iGrammar Training Chances in . 

100 of true
AVE SD ' AVE SD

difference 
in favor of

Raw Intelligence 73,89 25.22 73.77 24.99 50 T.- G.
Hill - Civic AttitMes 12.62 2.90 12.30 2.93 69 Tv G.
Library Technique S7.89 4.77 24.52 8.43 100 Tv 0.
Parliamentary Pro
cedure 23.14 9.48 18.39 4.88 100 T. G.

Gates-Strang Health 
Knowledge 48.70 6 8 0 45.72 7.23 98 T. 0.

Raw Intelligenee 69.75 18.19 69.50 18.80 51 T. G.
Engle-Stenquiat - Home 
Economies 61.80' 14.96 54.25 15.83 93 T. G.

Raw Intelligenee 72.93 26.41 72.93 26.29 0
Hunter - Shop Tests 26.52 10.76 18.52 712.33 99 T. 0.
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TABLE XLYII

SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

SPECIAL TESTS
A H SD ATE SD Chances in TOO of true
Tempo *Grammar Bal82

difference 
in favor of

Raw Intelligence 86.82 26*03 86.82 26.03 0
Hill-Civic Attitudes 14.22 2.85 13.59 2.57 78 T.G.
library Technique 30.54 3.54 29.45 4.73 81 T.G.
Parliamentary
Procedure 23.90 1.88 20.18 5.39 100 T.G.

Tempo Grammar K^ene
Raw Intelligence 69.55 19.40 69.55 19.40 0
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.35 *.37 13.64 2.44 94 K.
library Technique 25.50 3.56 24.79 2.62 74 T.G.
Parliamentary
Procedure 23.23 2.90 17.00 4.49 100 T.G.
'

Tempo Grammar Lehi
Raw Intelligence 71.17 23.49 71.32 23.29 51 Lehi
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.70 2.95 12.11 2.49 81 T.G.
library Technique 27.97 4.79 26.38 5.93 88 T.G.
Parliamentary
Procedure 23.59 3.37 15.64 4.59 100 T.G.

Tempo Grammar Scottsdale
Raw Intelligence 80.05 28.69 80.15 * 28.99 60 S.
Hill-Civic Attitudes 13.06 2.88 13.71 3.39 85 S.
Library Technique 28.44 4.79 26.60 6.60 94 T.G.
Parliamentary
Procedure 23.53 3.30 17.36 5.00 100 T.G.
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SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES
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SPECIAL TESTS
AYE | SD AYE SD Chances in 

100 of true 
difference 
in favor ofTraining Balsz

Raw Intelligence 82,24 22.38. 82.50 22.06 51 Balsz
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.42 2.58 13.10 2.53 79 Balsz
Library Technique 26.44 4.67 29,60 4.37 99 Balsz
Parliamentary
Procedure 19.42 3.87 20*05 3.20 70 Balsz

Training Kyrene
Raw Intelligence 67, ISO 19.60 67.24 19.56 51 Tr.
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.15 2.83 13.05 2.89 83 K.
Library Technique 22.18 4.11 24.08 3.28 94 K. ,
Parliamentary
Procedure 17.42 5.33 16.89 4.37 63 Tr.

Training Lehi
Raw Intelligence 72.01 24.70 71.37 24.58 54 Tr.
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.19 2.63 11.90 2.51 66 Tr.,
Library Technique 24.33 5.73 §5.40 5.57 77 Lehi
Parliamentary
Procedure 18.55 4.42 16.09 4.56 99 Tr..

Training Scottsdale
Raw Intelligence 75.57 24.36 73.57 24.28 0
Hill-Civic Attitudes 12.47 2.66 13.28 3.29 89 s.
Library Technique 24.71 5.18 §5.78 6.95 79 s.
Parliamentary
Procedure 20.28 4.47 16.62 5.41 100 . Tr.
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SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM NINTH GRADE 
OF THE TEMPE UNION HIGH SCHOOL

TABLE XLXX

Tempo Grammar 
Graduates

Training
Graduates

Chances in 
100 of true
difference 
in favor ofAVI SD AVE SD

Raw Intelligence 103.33 22.31 103,33 21,61, 0
Language-Literature 27.77 10.20 25.00 10.03 79 T.G,
Mathematics 18,61 6.36 15.00 5,06 97 T.G,
Natural Science 16.67 6.06 15.56 8,01 67 T.G,
Social Studies 
Total Score

16.38 6.98 16,36 7,73 0
Sonea-Harry Tests 78.05 23.26 71.66 23.58 79 T.G,

Hill-Civic Attitudes 16.22 2.41 15.55 2.29 80 T.G.
Library Technique
Parliamentary

31.83 4.78 32,49 4,47 66 Tr,
Procedure 22,44 2.81 23,33 2.60 84 Tr,

TABLE L
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS FROM NINTH GRADE 

OF THE TEMPE UNION HIGE SCHOOL
Tempo Grammar 
Graduates

Graduates of 
Other Schools 
Except Training

Chances in 
100 of true 
difference
in favor of

AVE SD AVE SD
Raw Intelligence 102.14 22.71 102,50 22,59 51 Other
Language-Literature 27.85 10.08 32.14 11.87 85 Other
Mathematics 17,50 5.66 18.81 5.93 62 Other
Natural Science 15.00 7.50 17.14 8,75 75 Other
Social Studies 15.35 5.24 18.57 8,05 89 Other
Total score
Sonea-Harry Tests 77.50 18.61 79.29 22.16 39 Other

Hill-Civic Attitudes 16.64 2.05 15.92 8.37 80 T.G.
Library Technique 30.64 3,48 29.78 5,74 68 T.G.
ParliamentaryProcedure 22,42 1.91 21.14 3.06 91 T.G.



TABLE LI
SCORES OF PAIRED GROUPS PROM NINTH GRADE 

OF THE TEMPE UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Training
Graduates

Gradmtes of 
Other Schools 
Except Tempe 
Grammar

Chances in 
100 of true
difference 
in favor of

AYE SD AYE SD
Raw Intelligenoe 108.21 22.58 108.57 22.45 51 Other
Language-Literature 25.71 10.28 35.35 13.45 98 Other
Mathematics 16.07 7.48 19.64 6.73 ; 91 Other
Natural science 15.71 9.18 17.85 8.33 74 Other
Social Studies 16,07 8.38 80.00 8.18 89 Other
Total Score i •

Sonea-Harry Tests 1 73.81 88.40 82.50 25.17 82 Other
Hill-Civic Attitudes 16.00 2.13 16.14 2.50 56 Other
Library Technique 
Parliamentary

33.42 4.08 29.78 5.74 97 Tr.
Procedure 23.85 2.09 21.14 3.06 100 Tr.



CONCLOSIOKS .

The eurvey of eohool buildings in this 
study indicates that a high quality of work may be pursued 
with the present school plants. Lack of proper and adequate 
library facilities imposes a handicap on the Kyrene school and 
on the Lehl School. Auditorium accommodations would materially 
improve the activities which might be offered in the Eighth 
Street Training School Building and in the Lehl School. While 
the Scottsdale School has access to the high-school auditorium 
it is too far away to render the beat service. Playground 
space at all schools permits the inclusion of a liberal pro
gram in this activity.

The training and experience of the teach
ing personnel of these schools average high. They compare 
favorably with the standards of the nation. In special sub
jects and extra-curricular activities the most thoroughly 
developed programs are in operation in the Tempe Grammar School 
and in the Training School. Undoubtedly the presence of a 
training school in Tempe has acted as a stimulus to the Tempe 
Grammar School to enrich its school program in speoial sub
jects and extra-curricular activities.

One limitation to this study seems appar
ent. while it is true that the enrollment in all of the

CHAPTER VII
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schoola is made up of a combination of American and Mexican 
pupils, there is, nevertheless, a much larger percentage of 
Mexicans included in the Training School than in any of the 
other schools• Herein is a factor that probably works to re
duce the final scores of the Training School* The matter of 
the handicap of pupils of Mexican extraction suggests a topic 
for further study and research*

The data from the Tempo Union High School 
are too limited to make any very conclusive deductions about 
the success of pupils from the Tempo Grammar School, from the 
Training School, and from other schools, after they enter and 
pursue high school work. This is another topic that is worthy 
of additional investigation.

Development of reliable tests to measure 
the effectiveness of a modern playground schedule would be an
other contribution suggested by this study. At present it is 
difficult to draw reliable conclusions about achievement in 
playground activities, and this is equally true of some of the 
informal subjects and extra-curricular activities*

In conclusion, the author wishes to suggest 
the answers to five questions set down in the first pages of 
this study. Question No. 1 reads: "Are there significant dif
ferences in the achievement of pupils in the Training School, 
Arizona State Teachers College, Tempo, Arizona, and the Tempo 
Grammar School, Tempo, Arizona, when the factor of intelligence 
has been kept constant?" The evidence points clearly to the
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fact that the differences are not significant ones. In no 
instance are the differences in total average scores on the 
Stanford Achievement Tests significant differences. In these 
tests there is a significant difference in only one subject» 
This is language usage. The difference shows that the Tempo 
Grammar School has the higher eeore*

There are significant differences between 
the Tempe Grammar School and the Training Sehoel in library 
technique and in parliamentary procedure. In both instances 
the average scores were higher in the Tempe Grammar School. 
Since neither of these tests was subjected to refinement over 
as long a period and was not given to as large groups as were 
most of the other achievement teats used, it is probably true 
that their validity and reliability are factors that partially 
account for the differences in scores between the two schools. 
Pupils in the Eighth Street Training School have to go to the 
Campus Training School Building for their library work. Since 
these pupils report to the Campus Building during only a part 
of the day, it is likely that they do not derive as much 
advantage from the library facilities as do pupils in the 
Tempe Grammar School who have access to the library throughout 
the day. Furthermore, it is undoubtedly true that a language 
handicap works to the disadvantage of the Mexican pupils who 
are attending tho Eighth Street Training School*

In parliamentary procedure the difference 
in scores is probably due to the fact that this phase of eduea
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tion receives considerably less attention in the Eighth Street 
Training School than it doos in the Tempo Grammar School, The 
many activities in the Campus Training School certainly offer 
as numerous opportunities to become familiarized with parliamen
tary procedure as in the Temp® Grammar School.

In the other special tests the differences 
between the Tempo Grammar School and the Training School are 
not significant. The numerous comparisons of achievement be
tween these two schools point out clearly that when the fac
tor of intelligence has been kept constant the differences in 
accomplishment are not significant. As a general statement it 
may safely be said that pupils with similar ability are doing 
just as satisfactory work in one school as in the other*

Question Ho. 2 asks: MAre there signifi
cant differences between the Training school and other gram
mar schools near-by?" In language usage, arithmetic computa
tion, and average arithmetic la the seventh and eighth grades, 
there are significant differences favoring the Lehi School# 
There are also significant differences between the Scottsdale 
School and the Training School in geography, physiology and 
hygiene, arithmetic computation, average arithmetic, and aver
age score* These differences favor Scottsdale. They are the 
most outstanding differences in the entire study. In fact, 
the only significant difference in average score on the Stan
ford Achievement Tests is between the Training School and the 
Scottsdale Sohool in the seventh and eighth grades* In the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades there are significant differ-
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enoes favoring Scottsdale in arithmetic computation and aver
age arithmetic. In parliamentary procedure the Training 
School has a significant difference over the Scottsdale School, 
Finally, though in the seventh and eighth grades the Scotts
dale school has a significant difference over the Training 
School in the average score, it is nevertheless evident that 
when the long lists of scores are considered the Training School 
and the other elementary schools do not show any appreciable 
number of significant differences. The lone instance of 
Scottsdale is offset many times by the other comparisons where 
the differences are not significant. It is again safe to say 
that when the factor of intelligence is kept constant, pupils 
in the Training school achieve practically as satisfactory 
work as do those in the other elementary schools included in 
this study.

Question No, 3 reads: "Are there signif
icant differences between the Temps Grammar School and other 
grammar schools near-by?" There are significant differences 
in geography and average arithmetic in the fourth, fifth and 
sixth grades between the Tempe Grammar School and the Scotts
dale School, with the higher scores belonging to Scottsdale. 
Among the special tests the differences are not significant 
except in parliamentary procedure. In this test the signifi
cant differences are in the comparisons of the Tempe Grammar 
School with the Balez, Kyrene, Lehl, and Scottsdale schools*
In every instance the Tempe Grammar School ham the higher



score. Undoubtedly the emphasis placed upon the activities 
which involve simple parliamentary procedure has been an 
advantage to the Tempo Grammar School, and hence the tendency 
for the pupils with the same average intelligence to make high 
scores in this school* Since the significant differences 
between the Tempe Grammar School and the other schools are 
limited to these few eases, it is quite clear that, as a 
general conclusion, when intelligence is held constant the 
pupils in all of the school■ achieve practically the same 
results.

Question No, 4 asks: "Are there signifi
cant differences in the achievement of pupils from the Tempe 
Grammar School and pupils from the Training School after they 
enter and pursue work in the Tempe Union High School, when the 
intelligence factor has been kept constant?" In no instance 
is there a significant difference between the achievement of 
the graduates of these schools when intelligence has been kept 
constant, The findings are limited to the ninth grade. Since 
this class had to be divided into three groups, namely, Tempe 
Grammar School graduates, Training School graduates, and grad
uates from other schools, the conclusions took in a relatively 
small portion of the high school enrollment * Conclusions were 
based on less extensive samplings than used in the elementary 
grades and they must be taken with this qualification*

Question No* 5 reads: "What are the sig
nificant differences between the organization and administra
tion of the Training School and the Tempe Grammar School?"
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The Tempo Grammar School is under the jurisdiction of a Board
/

of Trustees elected by the people of the school district* 
Policies for conducting the school are set down by this board. 
The Training School is under the jurisdiction of the Board of 
Education in charge of,the Arizona State Teachers College at 
Tempo. This board sets the policies for the college and all 
of its departments. From a long-term viewpoint continuity of 
policy is much more,likely in a state institution than in a 
school in a small local school district. The members of the 
college board represent the state, and in such capacity must 
consider the interests of the state. There is a stronger 
possibility of a much more liberal and progressive policy 
being pursued in the Training School than in the Tempe Grammar 
School. Local board members with the viewpoint solely of 
local affairs are not as likely to keep abreast of progressive 
movements and to be willing to adopt the latest methods in 
education as are the members of a state board* In this par
ticular the Training School enjoys a distinct advantage over 
the Tempe Grammar School, and, in fact, over most school dis
tricts of a similar size in the Tempe area.

In administration the Training School has 
to make adjustments in schedules to fit the time when student 
teachers are to do their teaching. This problem, peculiar to 
the Training School alone, has a tendency to make its time 
allotments vary from the state requirements more than do those 
in the Tempe Grammar School.



Plant layout and equipment do not vary to 
any great extent between the two schools, although both Insti
tutions might profit by several changes. In personnel the 
Training school has a dlatinet advantage In that it has 
teachers with a level of training significantly higher than 
that found in the Tempt Grammar school. This is also true with 
respect to the experience of the teachers in the Training 
School, On the other hand, it must be conceded that to a large 
extent the teaching of classes in the Training School is done 
by student teachers. Ho matter how well qualified the critic 
teachers may be, there are bound to be some student teachers 
who do not render as satisfactory service as might be obtained 
if a teacher with a regular certificate were employed. The 
added advantage of equipment and outstanding personnel among 
the critic teachers may tend to be reduced on account of the 
great amount of teaching done by student teacher®.

Question No, 6 asks: "To what extent, if
at all, are differences in organization and administration 
reflected in the differences in achievement?" There is a 
alight tendency for the pupils in the public schools in this 
study to achieve higher results in the strictly formal subjects 
such as arithmetic computation and language usage than the 
pupils in the Training School, This is undoubtedly due, not 
so much to the difference in organization, but in administra
tion. The Training School has probably, with intent and pur
pose, avoided stressing the drill subjects and has striven to
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develop a well-rounded curriculum with the informal activities 
receiving more emphasis than they do in the public schools.
The scores in parliamentary procedure and library technique 
point out that the Tempo Grammar School and the Training 
School have an advantage in these fields. This is unquestion
ably due to a greater emphasis upon the activities involving 
these two subjects than is placed upon them in the other schools. 
The type of organization, then, does not seem to bring about 
any appreciable differences in the achievement of the pupils. 
Administration tends to show slight differences in the special 
subjects.
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